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Abstract
The advance of web technology ushers in a thriving age of user-generated content (UGC). This
sudden upsurge of UGC comes with two vital concerns: the information quality and the
information influence it can generate. The primary requisite to predict the content’s quality is to
examine how the content was generated and the characteristics of crowd involved. And the key
to predict the content’s influence is to investigate the traces of content dissemination and its links
to attributes of content generator. This doctoral dissertation aims to explore the crowd and the
mechanism with which the crowd generates high quality UGC on Wikipedia, and the crowd
influences on Twitter through content dissemination.
The studies presented in this dissertation (two preliminary studies and two main studies) make
several contributions to current research and practice. The two preliminary studies serve as
foundations for the first main study by examining the validity of using Wikipedia internal quality
rating as an outcome variable, and by finding a way to automatically detect conflicts in
Wikipedia discussion pages. These two studies utilize modern computational techniques from
machine learning and natural language processing for big data analysis in social science research.
The first main study on the crowd of Wikipedia platform adds to the extant literature that
investigate antecedent of Wikipedia quality by providing a holistic understanding on how group
composition, membership retention, and editing patterns correlate with article quality outcomes
in both content creation and content maintenance stages. In addition, it refines the existing
findings by inspecting the heterogeneity of the editors’ contribution. The findings in this study
inform practitioners about the optimal group structure and editing patterns in wiki-based UGC
platforms.
The second main study on the crowd of Twitter platform distinguishes itself from previous
Twitter studies on content propagation with an extensive data set and a comprehensive
categorization of participants. This study found that even in modern social media like Twitter,
which is seemingly democratic, content dissemination is still contingent on the attributes of the
content generator being associated with established media organizations.

Zusammenfassung
Der Fortschritt der Web-Technologie leitet ein blühendes Zeitalter der nutzergenerierten Inhalte
(user-generated content, UGC) ein. Diese plötzliche Zunahme von UGC führt zu zwei
grundlegenden Fragestellungen: Die Qualität der Inhalts und die Wirkung, den dieser Inhalt
erzeugen kann. Die grundsätzliche Voraussetzung für die Vorhersage der Qualität des Inhaltes ist
die Analyse, wie der Inhalt erzeugt wurde und welche Charakteristiken die Urheber des Inhaltes
besitzen. Der Schlüssel für die erfolgreiche Vorhersage der Wirkung des Inhalts ist die
Untersuchung von Spuren der Inhaltsverbreitung und die Relation zum Urheber. Diese
Dissertation hat das Ziel, die Urheberschaft solcher Inhalte zu untersuchen. Desweiteren wird
untersucht, wie Nutzer von Wikipedia Inhalte von hoher Qualität erstellen und wie Nutzer von
Twitter durch Verbreitung von Inhalten bestimmte Auswirkungen erzeugen können.
Die Untersuchungen in dieser Arbeit (zwei Vorstudien und zwei Hauptstudien) tragen in mehrere
Hinsicht zur aktuellen Forschung und Praxis bei. Die beiden Vorstudien dienen als Grundlage für
die erste Hauptstudie, in dem sie die Aussagekraft der internen Qualitätsbewertung von
Wikipedia als Ergebnisvariable untersucht und eine Methode präsentiert um Konflikte auf
Wikipedia Diskussionsseiten automatisch zu erkennen. Beide Studien nutzen moderne
Computertechniken aus den Gebieten des maschinelles Lernens und der natürlichen
Sprachverarbeitung für die Datenanalyse. Die erste Hauptstudie über die Urheberschaft der
Wikipedia-Plattform ergänzt die vorhandene Literatur, in dem Sie ein ganzheitliche Verständnis
der Korrelationen von der Gruppenzusammensetzung, der Mitgliederbindung und
Bearbeitungsmuster mit der Qualität der Artikel liefert – sowohl während der Erstellung als auch
während der anschliessend Pflege des Artikels. Darüber hinaus verfeinert sie die bestehenden
Erkenntnisse, indem sie die Heterogenität der Beiträge der Autoren untersucht. Die Ergebnisse
aus dieser Studie unterrichtet Leute in der Praxis über die optimale Gruppenstruktur und
Bearbeitungsmuster in Wiki-basierten UGC-Plattformen.
Die zweite Hauptstudie über die Nutzer der Twitter-Plattform unterscheidet sich von früheren
Twitter-Studien über Inhaltsausbreitung durch ein umfangreichen Datensatz und eine
umfassende Kategorisierung der Teilnehmer. Diese Studie ergab, dass auch in der modernen
sozialen Medien wie Twitter, die demokratisch erscheinen, die Verbreitung von Inhalten davon
abhängt ob der entsprechende Nutzer mit etablierten Medien-Organisationen in Verbindung
gebracht wird.
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1 Introduction
With the rapid advance of Web 2.0 applications and corresponding technology, in the past
decade, we have witnessed a substantial growth in social computing and user-generated content
(UGC) (Susarla et al., 2012). While the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) defines UGC as content “which reflects a certain amount of creative
effort, and which is created outside of professional routines and practices” (Vickery et al., 2007),
McKenzie et al. (2012) offer a broader definition as content “that is voluntarily developed by an
individual or a community and distributed through an online platform”; this definition better
captures all forms of digital content created outside of workplace environment, such as open
source software. Based on McKenzie et al. (2012)’s definition, UGC generally has three
categories: creative content, small-scale tools, and collaborative content. Individual textual,
audio, image, video, and multimedia productions that are distributed online through software
platforms such as blogs, Flickr, Twitter, and YouTube is classified as creative content; software
modifications or applications that are written by individuals to operate within or augment
existing datasets or hardware or software platforms, such as mobile applications belongs to
small-scale tools; UGC, that is collaboratively produced and distributed by formal or informal
community, including open source software, such as Linux, and wikis, such as Wikipedia, is
considered as collaborative content. This dissertation adopts McKenzie et al. (2012)’s
definition on UGC and its corresponding classification. Although the classification are not
mutually exclusive, for instance, “collaborative” creation may encompass both individual
contributions to a collective and true community–based development (Haythornthwaite, 2009), it
enables highlighting specific characteristics of each form. Out of the three UGC categories,
creative content and collaborative content are the focus of this dissertation. To clarify, from
what is described by McKenzie et al. (2012), “creative content” does not really distinguish the
originally created content from the originally copied content; for example, tweets which are
originally written by the users, such as “I love Kobe Beef. I can't believe it's the final time I'll see
it. What a shame.” and tweets containing a news-link are both considered to be creative content.
This dissertation, specifically the second main study on Twitter does not tend to distinguish the
two cases either.
There is considerable interest in the value of UGC and its antecedents (Mesgari et al., 2015;
Ransbotham et al., 2012) regardless of the UGC category. However, the agency of the value and
the form of the antecedents might have different emphasis due to specific features of each
category.
While information sharing online is becoming a universal phenomenon, ensuring and inducing
acceptable quality of the information still remains a massive challenge due to various reasons.
First, social media has empowered Internet users to freely publish and distribute UGC, easily
bypassing the need to filter the content through centralized, authoritative organizations
predominantly present in traditional content publishing setting (Crooks et al., 2013). This very
democratic nature of content creation and lack of formal authority for gatekeeping in the form of
professional norms and rules increases the vulnerability of user-generated content. Second, the

anonymity of the Internet users increases the uncertainty surrounding the content quality. High
quality content is a guarantee for any effective or successful use of the content and therefore
reflects the value of UGC. Information quality is constantly considered to be the key factor to
evaluate the success of a collaborative UGC community. Content of open source software (OSS)
and wikis are two typical types of collaborative content, OSS refers to a software production
model that makes human-readable source code accessible for any user to study, change, and
improve; Wikis are software platforms designed for collaborative writing, posting, and revision.
Collaborative content primarily distinguishes itself from creative content in terms of the
existence of a community norm and a task-oriented team. In research of UGC’s value and
antecedent, this feature imposes a highlight on the contribution as a whole instead of simple
collective contribution from individual. Another difference between collaborative content and
creative content lies in the necessity of consideration on content maintenance stage besides
content creation stage (Kane et al., 2009). First, the community create content, task associated
with this stage involve integrating contributions from each individual. Afterwards, the
community needs to maintain the relevance and currency of the content it has generated. When
content is incremented or updated, the community still has to work actively to ensure the
consistency and coherence of the overall content. Despite the extensive research on collaborative
content’s quality and its antecedent, more in-depth and refined studies are still under the call
(Mesgari et al., 2015). In this regard, this thesis further examines the relationship between group
characteristics and the information quality in the content creation and maintenance stages.
Embedded in creative content, which may take the form of blogs, reviews, or content posted in
online forums, and generated by individuals, are huge social networks. People communicate and
interact with each other by posting and exchanging content. Instead of being passive information
recipients from monotonous mass media, people create content freely and at the same time have
the access to content from various sources. This is attributed to numerous social media platforms,
like Twitter and Facebook. When the content is propagated through social networks, social
influence arises. Influence has long been studied in many fields of sociology, marketing, and
political science (Katz et al., 1955) (Rogers, 2010). As a form of value of UGC, influence plays a
vital role in forming people’s mental model and cognition and further changes their behavior.
For instance, research shows that product reviews influence consumer’s choice in product
(Chevalier et al., 2006). Understanding the influence patterns in forming public opinion helps
establishing business models and political strategy (Katz et al., 1955) —for instance, to see how
clients value a hotel and how citizens vote could help design the hotel advertisement and create
more effective campaigns (Cha et al., 2010). In recent years, researchers have begun to
investigate the possibility of information dissemination being maximized by seeding it with
certain special individuals, referred to as ‘the influential’. These influences are thought to exhibit
human capital in the form of credibility, expertise, etc. or social capital in the form of central
network position. This warrants the consensus in the literature that certain individuals have
disproportionate roles to play when it comes to content dissemination. This is in stark contrast
with the very essence of social media being a powerful force in empowering the weak and the
strong alike. To this end, this thesis investigates the under-examined relationship between user
attributes and the information influence in the user-generated content dissemination.

In all, this dissertation explores the functionality of the crowd on user-generated content.
Specifically, it aims to answer two questions:
Q1. “How does the group collaboratively generate and maintain high-quality content over time?”
Q2. “What are the attributes of the owner of creative content that impose information
influences?”
The framework of this dissertation is shown in Figure 1:

Figure 1: The framework of the dissertation studies

This cumulative dissertation is comprised of two preliminary studies and two main studies. The
two main studies respectively correspond to the above two research questions. The first main
study proposes an optimal group structure in terms of group composition, membership retention
and work distribution for high-quality collaborative content creation and maintenance,
specifically in the context of Wikipedia. The second main study evidently highlights the
dominant role of traditional mass media (and their related journalists) on Twitter. The two
preliminary studies basically serve as support for the first main study; the first one examines the
information quality in the designated research context when it is considered as the agency of the
UGC value, the second one aims to extract important factors from a complex data source for the
study on antecedent of quality. Besides the supporting role for the main study, the two

preliminary studies also showed the attempts to apply techniques from machine learning and
natural language processing for big data analysis.
This dissertation is organized as follows. After the introduction section, an overview of related
literature that built the foundation of this dissertation is provided in section 2. Section 3 describes
the empirical context and research setting. In next section, a brief summary of each study,
including the preliminary studies, is presented in independent subsections. Subsequently, section
4 makes an overall conclusion and discussion about all these studies, and the last section points
out the limitation of each study and the direction for future work. In the Appendix, related
publication papers are listed in their original forms.

2 Related Literature and Research Gap
This section briefly reviews the research streams most relevant to the two main studies in this
dissertation. The author primarily concentrates on the ones related to the study context,
Wikipedia and Twitter, while also discuss related theories extracted from other context, like
organization, online community.

2.1 Group Characteristics and Information Quality
Understanding the factors leading to the quality output in Wikipedia has raised great interest in
research. Three important factors regarding group characteristics were identified in prior
literature, i.e. group composition, membership retention, and editing distribution.
Group Composition
Group composition is a key aspect in determining success of community-based project. For
collaborative project in online community, group composition is normally linked with the coreperiphery structure. It is commonly showed that a small group of highly active core members
account for the vast majority of contributions to the project (Crowston et al., 2006; Mockus et al.,
2002). Adopting the core-periphery structure, some study on Wikipedia community classified the
editors as administrative- (generally more active editors who participate across various topics)
and content-oriented editors (generally less active editors who participate on just a few topics),
and measured their composition in 96 randomly selected articles on the articles’ information
accuracy, completeness, objectivity, and representation (Arazy et al., 2011). They found that the
groups those are more content-oriented tend to produce higher quality articles compared to the
ones that are more administrative oriented.
Membership Retention
In the context of traditional organization, extensive research investigates the effect of
membership retention on group performance. However, there is no consistent conclusion,
instead, varied views hold in different studies; the most common view is that retention is
beneficial to performance, since in contrast to turnover, it helps in reducing the resources for the
organization to recruit and train new comers, maintaining the knowledge and keeping the
existing network for stability (Hom et al., 1995). Another view is opposite; it considers longterm retention prohibiting the chance of introducing new members with different harvestable
knowledge, this fact is even enhanced when the IT-based platforms allow organization to collect
and store employee’s knowledge, which declines employee’s value for stay (Griffith et al.,
2003). A third view suggests moderate retention is optimal for organizational performance. Since
introducing the new skills and knowledge without disrupting too much on extant experiences and
network will have great marginal impact on the knowledge improvement in the organization
(Abelson et al., 1984; Dess et al., 2001; Madsen et al., 2003).
Similar to the traditional organization context, the most accepted view in online community also

favors the membership retention. A stable group can work together effectively and efficiently
with commonly developing experience and norms (Butler, 2001; Lazar et al., 2002). Even
though the boundary is transparent for new comers, there is no guarantee that the new comers
will be able to replace the left members, and unlike traditional organization, training is more like
self-motivated rather than organized. Nevertheless, another view argues that social media
platform may help mitigate some of the negative effects when members leave, since the
members trace on the work has been recorded, the knowledge they used to contribute still
remains for others to learn and use. However, groups are too tightly connected and retained tend
to be biased and over confident, so that new comers feel difficult to participate. Given a
comprehensive view, moderate levels of membership turnover have been found to be beneficial
during both the article creation and maintenance stages in Wikipedia (Ransbotham et al., 2011).
Retaining some of the current contributors is necessary to retain the knowledge generated by the
community, whereas having some newcomers is desirable to introduce new knowledge to the
community Too much turnover may lead to too much knowledge loss, whereas too little turnover
may result in stale and rigid knowledge.
Editing Distribution
The democratization of contributions in Wikipedia (Majchrzak, 2009) means that anyone can
edit the article at any point of time. Kittur et al. (2008) examined how the number of editors of
an article and the differing coordination techniques they use result in changes in the article
quality during a given time period. They found that the number of editors working on an article
is positively related with increases in article quality. However, when editing concentration is
added into the model, the number of editors no longer predicts increases in article quality, while
editing concentration does. They found that increasing the number of editors improves the article
quality when the work is highly concentrated (hence, unequal distribution of edits), but is
detrimental when the work is more evenly distributed. Unequal distribution of edits is argued as
an indicator of implicit coordination (Kittur et al., 2008). A more recent study by Robert et al.
(2015) similarly finds that the number of editors is positively related to article quality when there
is highly unequal distribution of edits among the article’s editors. Their reasoning however is
different. They argued that distribution of edits is a proxy for editors’ diversity. An article where
a few editors produce significantly more edits than the rest has high workload diversity. With
only few editors producing significantly more edits, the total number of editors can safely
increase without the drawback associated with the inability to coordinate work (Robert et al.,
2015).On the other hand, an article where all editors contribute roughly the same amount of edits
has low workload diversity. With all editors contributing roughly the same amount of edits, the
increase in the total number of editors is associated with the drawback from the inability to
coordinate work, which is also known as an ‘edit war’ (Robert et al., 2015). In contrast to the
above results, Woolley et al. (2010) examined 699 people, working in small groups of two to
five on a variety of tasks, such as solving puzzles, brainstorming, making collective moral
judgments, and negotiating over limited resources. They found that collective intelligence is a
significant predictor of group performance whereas average group members' intelligence and
maximum member intelligence are not. Moreover, they found that the collective intelligence
factor is related to the equality in distribution of conversational turn taking. “In other words,

groups where a few people dominated the conversation were less collectively intelligent than
those with a more equal distribution of conversational turntaking” (Woolley et al., 2010, p. 688).
Research Gaps
The prior studies provide evidence on effectiveness of a set of factors including group
composition (Arazy et al., 2011; Peddibhotla et al., 2007), membership turnover (Ransbotham et
al., 2011), editing patterns and processes (Besten et al., 2008; Kittur et al., 2008; Stvilia et al.,
2008). Despite the large volume of studies, the general assumption of homogeneity of members’
contribution is often seen in the studies. For example, Arazy et al. (2011) took administrativeand content-oriented editors as core and periphery members for the study on group composition.
Even though Wikipedia recognizes the status of “administrators”, but the status cannot be easily
connected to domain expertise since there is no system in Wikipedia to confirm this. Moreover,
assuming the homogeneity in edits might lead to misclassification of core/periphery members,
since members with low activity but significant contributions have the potential to be considered
as core regardless of their status (Liu et al., 2011).
Recognizing the necessity of distinguishing the core members from periphery, it would be
interesting to examine other factors, like membership retention and editing distribution, by
integrating the core/peripheral structure. Also, considering Wikipedia articles, as a typical
collaborative content, are under constant updates since the creation, a more comprehensive view
is required for both content creation and content maintenance stages. These research gaps are
calling for more refined studies that take heterogeneity of members’ contribution into
consideration and more holistic studies that provide overview of quality antecedents in the two
distinct content stages. The first main study of this thesis is designed to address the research gaps.

2.2 Individual Attributes and Information Influence
Studies on Influence have long been rooted in various fields--sociology, marketing, and political
science. Substantial observations have witnessed the importance of influence in business
operation and society functions, like how the election voting is influenced by the positive
broadcasting and undermining slander, or how the personal character is formed in a designated
influential environment. There are a number of theories and ideas about personal attributes and
influence. The traditional theory of influential holds the view that a minority of people possesses
the qualities that make them persuasive in spreading ideas to others. Being called “influentials”,
these people are normally considered to be well connected in social network, tending to be
informed and respected. These influential people are identified as opinion leaders in the two-step
flow theory (Katz et al., 1955), or hubs in other work (Gladwell, 2006). Such view is widely
adopted in business, especially, in product commercials, since influentials are considered to be a
channel to reach a wide audience at low cost. In contrast to the traditional theory of influential, a
more recent view emphasizes the influence between peers or friends rather than “influentials”.
From this perspective, two key factors determining influence are identified: the interpersonal

relationship and the readiness of a society to adopt an idea (Domingos et al., 2001; Watts et al.,
2007).
Although these two traditional theories are intuitive and have been tested through some lab
simulation (Watts et al., 2007), there has been a lack of empirical data until the recent
proliferation of social media and user-generate content (Cha et al., 2010). Last decade has seen
many researches on the topic of users influence in social media; they are still tightly linked to the
two traditional theories. Hu et al. (2012) observed that Twitter broke the news on Osama Bin
Laden’s death before the mainstream media. Furthermore, they noted the involvement of three
groups of influential participants or opinion leaders, i.e., mass media, individuals affiliated with
media, and celebrities. Lotan et al. (2011) considered a wider range of participant types including
bloggers and activists, and investigates how they participated in the disseminations of news
during the Tunisian and Egyptian Revolutions. They concluded that such news on Twitter is
being co-constructed by bloggers and activists alongside journalists. It seems that the constructs
of “influentials” and topics vary across these studies. Cha et al. (2010) thereby conducted a study
to investigate the dynamics of user influence across topics and time in Twitter. They observed
that popular users, which were defined as the users with high indegree, such as celebrities, are
not necessarily influential in terms of attracting retweets. In Twitter, indegree indicates the user’s
popularity while retweets indicates the influence of the content. They also concluded that most
influential users can hold significant influence over a variety of topics.
Compared to the other studies, Cha et al. (2010)’s study covers different topics on a large data
set--the Twitter dataset used consists of 2 billion follow links among 54 million users who
produced a total of 1.7 billion tweets. However, considering the different types of users in social
media, whether they have similar or varied influence on specific topic would be more
informative to practitioners. This calls for further attention on how the refined user attributes are
related to the information influence. The second main study of this thesis is aiming to address
this research gap.

3 Research Context and Setting
To address the first research question “How does the group collaboratively generate and
maintain high-quality content over time?”, this thesis conducts the studies in the context of
Wikipedia. Wikipedia is a collaboratively edited free Internet encyclopedia, launched in 2001.
As one of the most striking emblems of Web 2.0 applications, Wikipedia subverted the way in
which encyclopedia used to be written—instead of being written by experts from various
domains, Wikipedia was constructed by a large number of occasional contributors. By 2014,
Wikipedia community has generated about twenty millions of articles in over 200 languages and
the overall satisfactory quality has made Wikipedia.org become one of the most requested
website in search engines and terms like ‘collaborative knowledge creation’, ‘mass
collaboration’, ’many minds’ and ‘wisdom of the crowd’ has become synonymous with
Wikipedia (Niederer et al., 2010). Other than the unprecedented knowledge coverage, its
highlight of constant content updates and maintenance is incomparable for the traditional yearlypublished encyclopedia. The low-cost way of content creation and content maintenance with
effectiveness and efficiency bring opportunity for the emergence of new content publishing
model, while at the same time, raises challenges in content quality detection and control.
Wikipedia presents a desirable context for empirical studies on user-generated content not only
because of its phenomenal success, but also due to the facilities it provides for easy data access.
As the major artifact of Wikipedia, each Wikipedia article owns an independent article page.
Every article has an associated discussion page, on which the editors of this article discuss the
editing issues of the article, coordinate their work, and resolve editing conflicts. A key
characteristic of Wikipedia is that it keeps track of all changes that have been made to any article
or talk page. Whenever a Wikipedia user edits an article page or its corresponding discussion
page, a new version of this page is created. We call each individual version of a Wikipedia page
a revision. Wikipedia records for each revision not only the full text, but also the user who
changed the page, the creation time of the revision, and the comment from the user if there is one.
In this regard, Wikipedia offers free access to the data that is so abundant in terms of data
volume and completeness which has attracted scholarly research on the subject of Wikipedia
from various directions, some of which include motivations of contributors (Peddibhotla et al.,
2007), editorial process (Brandes et al., 2008; Okoli et al., 2007; Stvilia et al., 2008) and
reliability of the content (Besten et al., 2008). The first main study of this thesis collected
multidimensional log data from English Wikipedia articles and discussions, conducted a
empirical study utilizing quantitative as well as qualitative methodology on Wikipedia log data.
Longitudinal analysis performed on the quantitative data offers an overview of the relationship
between the object factors and outputs while detailed content analysis on the qualitative data
provides insightful explanation for the quantitative results.
Recognizing the articles quality in Wikipedia is a complex concept as any other type of
information quality, which is multi-dimensional and always suffers the gap between subjective
perception and objective evaluation. Adopting different criteria for quality definition might
diverge research conclusions. In the previous literature regarding antecedent of quality in

Wikipedia, both external rating and internal rating of article quality are commonly adopted as the
dependent variable or baseline reference. For instance, Arazy et al. (2013) applied the quality
rating from outer expert as the dependent variable in their study on group conflict. While
Ransbotham et al. (2011) took the featured status of articles vetted by Wikipedia community as
reference for definition of quality promotion and demotion in their study on membership
turnover. Normally adopting the external rating is more reliable since the rating criteria can be
adapted to specific need of the study. However, it limits the samples of articles due to the high
cost of hiring expert raters. In contrast, the volume of internally rated articles enables studies on
a larger scale. Out of 4 million articles in English Wikipedia, around 1 million articles have ever
been rated and about 4000 articles have been assigned featured status, which is considered as the
best articles, through the peer review process by the community. However, the internal rating
process has been criticized. Lindsey (2010) found that 12 out of 22 investigated English
Wikipedia featured articles actually do not follow Wikipedia’s own criteria; he thus concluded
that the quality control procedures are ineffective. Considering the large amount of articles and
the wide range of quality status--according to Wikipedia community, there are 7 different quality
ratings ranging from Stub, Start, C-class, B-class, Good, A-class, and Featured in ascending
order, Lindsey’s finding is only based on a limited samples and one of the seven ratings. Hence,
an examination of the internal quality control procedures of more articles with more rating
statuses is required. The first main study on the antecedents of quality aims for a dataset of large
scale. Therefore it is necessary to check the validity of using the internal quality rating by further
investigating the quality control regulations in a computational manner. This is the purpose and
focus of the first preliminary study in this thesis.
By investigating extensive research on quality antecedents, Mesgari et al. (2015) concluded that
two general classes of antecedents are important in contributing towards the quality of Wikipedia
articles: group characteristics such as number of contributors to an article, membership retention,
and editing patterns, and group processes such as edit distribution and the absence of conflicts in
the editing task. They emphasized that “the major factors should not distract Wikipedia scholars
from looking into other contributing factors like the norms and practices governing group
activities”. In the data sources provided by Wikipedia, there is not only the record of editing but
also the archive of editors’ discussions over time. Almost all the factors in these two categories
are extracted from the editing data source. Very few studies investigate the factors extracted
from the discussion data source. On the other hand, as previous studies have shown, the overall
discussion activity in Wikipedia is on the rise, while the relative number of article edits
constantly declines (Schneider et al., 2011; Stvilia et al., 2008). This finding indicates the
increasing importance in extracting effective inferences on quality from the discussion source.
Some recent studies have clearly pointed out that a lot more information of how an article
develops over time can be extracted from the editors’ discussions, including their conflicts,
decision-making process, cooperation patterns, and norms (Arazy et al., 2013; Ferschke, 2014).
Despite the great potential in exploring new factors from the editors’ discussions, the lack of
dialog structure prohibits the automation in content analysis (Ferschke, 2014). And the manual
content check is so time-consuming and costly that it makes the exploration on a large scale
impractical. In this thesis, the second preliminary study presents an attempt to automate the

content analysis of Wikipedia discussion pages, aiming to extract some factors from the content
as variables of the first main study.
In order to address the second research question “What are the attributes of the owner of creative
content that impose information influences?”, we carefully select micro-blogging service Twitter
as our research context. Founded in 2006, Twitter enables its users to share short messages,
termed ‘tweets’ of maximum 140 characters with others in the system. One of the key factors of
Twitter lies in its clever combination of elements of social network sites, e.g. Facebook, Google
Plus and blogs. Profiles are connected in an embedded social network where users are enabled to
follow or be followed by other users. Like blogs, users receive tweet feeds from their favorite
users and they in turn can like or retweet them. Twitter provides an appropriate context for
empirical investigation of content dissemination in large scale due to the following reasons. First,
the network through dissemination occurs is clearly observable and the attributes of the users
generating the content can be extracted accurately. Moreover, the ‘path’ of content dissemination
can also be visibly observed (Liben-Nowell et al., 2008; Sun et al., 2009). Second, there is
negligible barrier for users to join and sign-up into Twitter and start tweeting. There is no formal
requirement for users to be affiliated to any agency or organization, and there is no subscription
charge. This creates an equal opportunity for both the independent tweeters and tweeters
affiliated to organizations such as the media agency towards content generation and
dissemination. For both these reasons, Twitter presents a promising natural laboratory for
studying content dissemination.
Twitter has turned into the de facto social media technology for news creation and dissemination
in recent years, attracting substantial attention from both researchers and practitioners alike (e.g.,
(Bakshy et al., 2011; Cha et al., 2010; Hermida, 2010; Hermida et al., 2014; Kwak et al., 2010;
Mocanu et al., 2013) Among them, content dissemination has attracted a relatively stronger
attention (Goodrum et al., 2010; Hermida, 2010) Despite existing bulk of work, the extant work
on content dissemination in Twitter employ limited data sample (Hermida, 2010; Hermida et al.,
2014) and lacks comprehensive coding of the content generators. Previous work employed
human coding for categorization, which is a major hindrance to work with large sample set. In
the second main study of this thesis, the author addresses these major limitations of the extant
work by empirically testing the research question on a relatively large dataset of 87,433 tweets
and employing a combination of manual and automated method for categorizing an extensive set
of content generators. An overview of all the studies of this thesis is presented in Table 1 below:

4 Summary of Studies
4.1 Preliminary Study 1: Examine Article Quality Rating on Wikipedia
Information quality has been one of the main concerns in Information System academy and
community. With the emergence of UGC, IQ is confronted new and significant challenges due to
the non-expert and openly participatory environment. Though it has been found repeatedly that
Information quality is context sensitive and cannot be described, measured, and assured with a
single model, there is always a need to establish context-specific IQ models (Stvilia et al., 2008).
For instance, in many information system (IS) researches, IQ measured in terms of accuracy,
timeliness, completeness, relevance, and consistency has been proved to be a key aspect of IS
success (Delone et al., 2003). Similarly, there has been extensive research conducted on IQ
model of UGC, for instance, Kargar et al. (2008) proposed a set of criteria with priority
coefficient to all these criteria to measure IQ in the Blogs; Lu et al. (2010) showed that IQ is the
main factor leading to longer duration visit to a blog, where IQ was defined as perceived content
quality. Similar to the creative content like Blogs, collaborative content, such as Wikipedia
article also raised a lot interest in its IQ model. Whereas readers and contributors do have their
individual subjective perception of Wikipedia article quality, such perception is not considered
objective enough for valid assessments of the real quality. A group of prior studies were trying to
evaluate the quality of Wikipedia using objective standards by looking into one or more of the
following aspects: completeness, accuracy, currency, quality of writing style, and
comprehensiveness of coverage. For instance, Stvilia et al. (2007) measured the currency of
Wikipedia articles in general by the number of days from the last update, they showed that the
higher-quality articles were significantly more current compared to the lower-quality ones.
Brown (2011) investigated accuracy and completeness of political science articles, found that
Wikipedia articles were almost always accurate. In addition to the studies those are based on
self-defined quality standards and external quality rating, an important group of studies
investigated various aspects of Wikipedia articles, which were rated by the Wikipedia
community. This preliminary study falls into this group of study.
One of the main studies of this thesis is to explore the factors leading to the quality of Wikipedia
articles. As the output variable, quality is therefore playing an important role in the study. As the
quality of Wikipedia articles is a complex concept due to its multi-dimension nature, any rating
process can be debatable. Since the advent in 2001, Wikipedia community has established a set
of norms and rules to evaluate the articles’ quality. The instructive standards and its evaluating
process have already been quite mature and comprehensive after its development for a decade.
However, whether the ratings assigned by Wikipedia to around 1 million out of 4 million English
articles really reflect the criteria in Wikipedia’s evaluation system is still questionable. Kittur et
al. (2007) found significant correlation between Wikipedia’s article quality ratings and the article
quality ratings assigned by external raters while Lindsey (2010) found that 12 out of 22
investigated English Wikipedia featured articles actually do not follow Wikipedia’s own criteria.
Considering that the inconsistent perception might be due to the limited sample articles, the

author conducted this preliminary study to computationally examine the mapping of criteria and
the ratings in Wikipedia, in order to provide support of adopting internal quality ratings for later
study.
In Wikipedia’s criteria, the completeness, accuracy and correctness in citations and sound
writing style are all taken into consideration. In this study of examining the mapping between
quality and criteria, the author focuses on the content change since the complete and stable
content formed the mainframe of the articles on which any other minor changes are based.
Content change is therefore the critical factor for a significant quality improvement. There are
seven quality scales in Wikipedia: Stub, Start, C-class, B-class, Good Articles (GA), A-class, and
Featured Articles (FA) in ascending order. For each scale there is a corresponding rating
criterion. Observing the content-related rule in the criterion of each scale, the author noticed that
splitting the seven quality scales into two groups would facilitate a better alignment of the
content rule and the article quality, since these two groups have significant distinguishable
content requirements, which only slightly differ within the groups. According to Wikipedia,
readers tend to perceive FA articles as professional, outstanding, and thorough; A-class articles
as very useful and fairly complete; and GA articles as useful, without obvious problems and
approaching the quality of professional encyclopedia articles. For FA articles, no further content
is needed unless new information becomes available. Some style problems may need to be
solved in GA and A-class articles. GA articles may need some editing by subject and style
experts. Moving down to B-class articles, the content is probably not enough to satisfy a serious
reader, which means a few aspects of content and style need to be addressed, the inclusion of
supporting materials as well as a better writing style should also be considered. It is worse in Cclass articles as there is no complete picture for a detailed study, and considerable editing is
needed. In Start-class articles, users can find some meaningful content, but most readers will
need more; these articles are suggested to provide reliable sources and substantial improvement
in content and structure. The author therefore clustered GA, A, and FA as advanced group, and B,
C, Start and Stub as underdeveloped group. Based on the grouping, the promotion is
characterized as the change from any level in the underdeveloped group (B or C or Start or Stub)
to one in the advanced group (GA, A, FA), and the demotion as the change from the advanced
group to the underdeveloped group.
Based on the definition, the author extracted 7,653 promoted articles and 525 demoted articles.
All the promoted and demoted articles were processed as follows: given the timestamps t! and t !
corresponding to the first quality rating q! and the second quality rating q! , to capture the
content changes in the article between t! and t ! , every revision of the article which was
published during this time period for the computation of semantic convergence was retrieved.
Semantic measurement is a method commonly used in natural language processing; it represents
each revision of one article as a vector consisting the occurrence of each word. Semantic
convergence is to compare the semantic similarity each revision issued within the timeframe
with the last revision issued at t ! . Please refer to Appendix I for more details of the technique.
Overall the findings suggest that Wikipedia’s evaluation for promotion is significantly
influenced by content change whereas the evaluation for demotion is influenced by other factors

stated in Wikipedia’s evaluation criteria. Wikipedia’s assigned quality rating may thus be a
reliable outcome variable for research provided that the researchers are comparing articles from
the lower-quality group (articles with B-class, C-class, Start, and Stub ratings) with the higherquality group (articles with Featured, A-class, and Good ratings).
Of course the limitation is that the semantic change is not enough to capture the quality
dimensions, such as currency that is related to minor updates in links, wording or reference. And
the author noticed that these other dimensions also play important role in refined promotion and
demotion, for instance, the promotion from GA to Featured Article. Despite this limitation, this
study proposed a computational method to examine the mapping of Wikipedia criteria and the
quality ratings. It shows an overall reliability of the internal rating regarding the quality
dimensions of completeness and stability, which are the key dimensions in content creation
phase.

4.2 Preliminary Study 2: Identify User Conflict among Wikipedia Editors
As mentioned in the Introduction section, Wikipedia offers free access to a large amount of
historical data source not only of article pages but also of discussion pages. The current research
on antecedent of Wikipedia quality mostly focuses on the factors extracted from article pages
while the rise of discussion source and its values are evidently clear (Schneider et al., 2010).
Ferschke (2014) argued that on the discussion pages, decisions are made that shape the evolution
of the associated articles and have a vital impact on their quality. Arazy et al. (2013) extracted
three conflict types – ‘pure’ task, task-affective, and task-process conflicts from the discussion
sources and found the last two factors negatively affect the article quality. Therefore exploring
the discussion source is important for future research on Wikipedia.
Despite the great potential, the very few prior studies that pioneered the research on the factors
extracted from discussion source were all based on a purposefully chosen small sample and
manual labeling (Arazy et al., 2013; Stvilia et al., 2005; Stvilia et al., 2008). Given the huge
amount discussion source provided in Wikipedia, purposefully chosen articles may have bias and
small sample size may hide the effects that a larger sample could reveal.
Confronted with the opportunity and challenge, this study attempts to use machine learning to
conduct content analysis, automatically classify users’ contributions in Wikipedia discussion
source with respect to the improvement in article quality. This study is inspired by a similar work
conducted by Ferschke et al. (2012) which is the first work using machine learning to analyze the
discussions in Wikipedia. They proposed an annotation schema for dialog acts reflecting the
efforts for coordinating the article improvement. Based on the schema they built a labeled corpus
consisting 100 talk pages from the Simple English Wikipedia. Using this corpus, they establish a
dialog act classification pipeline that integrates basic natural language processing techniques,
several machine learning algorithms, and feature selection techniques. The current study in this
thesis basically adopted the classification pipeline they established, but the author made an
adaptation to the schema based on possible factors tested in prior studies, for instance, adding
one label ‘WikiNorm’ which indicates discussion regarding how to correctly use Wikipedia
norm and standards; this type of talk is similar to the task-process conflict defined in the study of
Arazy et al. (2013). Additionally, the author built a new corpus consisting of 80 articles from
Normal English Wikipedia. The purpose of this preliminary study is to try using the state-of-theart technique for discussion content analysis, in order to explore some factors about editing
conflict from samples on a relatively large scale to serve the first main study in this thesis.
Methodologically, the author adopted the classification pipeline: feature extraction, label
balancing, feature reduction, cross-validation, and classification with various machine-learning
algorithms, such as support vector machine. For more details on the new schema, corpus
building, and techniques please refer to Appendix II.
Overall, the best classification accuracy on the corpus is when applying algorithm Multinomial
Naïve Bayes on the label ‘WikiNorm’, which achieves F1 score 0.73 while the average accuracy
for other labels using various algorithm is around 0.68. The best 𝐹1 score is 1 and the worst is 0.

The overall mediocre accuracy is mainly due to the complexity of the discourse, and the very
limited training set. The accuracy can be improved by crowdsourcing to build a huge labeled
corpus together with adopting more advance machine learning techniques such as semisupervised learning. Nevertheless, there is promising potential in this method: the discourse that
was labeled as ‘WikiNorm’ is easier to classify, since it has some prominent features such as
containing terms like ‘WP:NEUTRAL’.
Considering the result, the method was only used to identify ‘WikiNorm’ in the discussion
source when conducting the first main study of the thesis. It first built the feature space by
cleaning the data (remove stop words) and extracting a dictionary of all single term and bigrams
in the training set. By bigrams, it means every two consecutive words. Feature selection was then
performed using Chi square method to derive a set of optimal features (term-based, such as
‘WP:NEUTRAL’). Any new talk was then represented with the optimized feature space and the
trained model was applied to identify if the new talk is norm conflict related or not.
To summarize, the contribution the study made is to demonstrate the application of techniques
from disciplines of computer science and natural language processing to facilitate the research in
social science. Specific to the thesis, this preliminary study develops a tool to extract the factor
of Wikipedia norm conflict from discussion source for one of the main studies of the thesis on
antecedent of Wikipedia article quality.

4.3 Study 1: The Impact of Crowd on Wikipedia Article Quality
Built on the prior studies on antecedent of Wikipedia article quality, this study refines the key
antecedents by integrating the editing-pattern oriented roles for editors and examining their
impacts on quality outputs in content creation as well as in content maintenance phases.
As a prominent platform for collective content generation, Wikipedia features itself in highly
permeable boundary of editorial membership and democratization of contributions (Majchrzak,
2009). These features especially marked the importance of membership retention, the editing
distribution, as well as membership composition. The impact of these factors on article quality
has been investigated in previous studies, e.g. Ransbotham et al. (2011) found membership
retention exhibit a curvilinear effect on collaboration success. Robert et al. (2015) argued that the
distribution of edits is a proxy for editors’ diversity. With only few editors producing
significantly more edits, the total number of editors can safely increase without the drawback
associated with inability to coordinate work. Arazy et al. (2011) classified the editors as
administrative- (generally more active editors who participate across various topics) and contentoriented editors (generally less active editors who participate on just a few topics) and found that
there is a need for a balanced number of administrative- and content-oriented editors in an
article, implying that highly active volunteers indeed act as catalysts in the creation of high
quality knowledge in Wikipedia article.
However, each of these studies needs to be further refined; the first two studies did not
differentiate editors with different roles while the last one assumed homogenous edits by all
editors. If the highly active editors only changed a single word in every edit, would their edits
still have a significant positive effect on the article quality compared to less active editors who
made significant editing in just a few edits? Recognizing the heterogeneity in editing patterns of
each editor in each article, Liu et al. (2011) categorized the article’s editors based on their editing
actions on the article. They found 6 unique editorial roles: 1) watchdogs who focused on reverts,
2) starters who focused on sentence creations, 3) content justifiers who focused on sentence
creations, link creations, and reference creations, 4) copy editor who focused on sentence
modifications, 5) cleaners who focused on sentence deletions, reference deletions, and link
deletions, and 6) all-round contributors who engaged in all types of actions without specific
focus. They found that more than 84% articles that were dominated by all-round contributors had
good-article (GA) or featured article (FA) status, indicating relatively high quality articles. On
the other hand, more than 83% of articles where starters dominated sentence creations and more
than 73% articles that were dominated by casual contributors had B-class or C-class status,
indicating relatively low quality articles. The relevant implication of Liu et al. (2011) study is
that the edits in most of the FA articles are mostly done by the all-round contributors; hence,
positioning them as the editors holding a more central role in the FA articles.
Inspired by Liu and Ram’s (2011) way of classifying the editors, the author integrated the
central/peripheral role of editors in all the above factors and reexamine their effects on changes
in the article quality during a given time period. There could be two changes in the quality of
articles that attained the distinction of FA status during a given period of time, i.e., the article
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promotion to FA status, and the article demotion from FA status once promoted. Promotion to
FA status indicates effective content creation, whereas demotion from FA status indicates
ineffective content maintenance.
To notice, the definition of quality promotion and demotion (to and from FA status) is adopted
from Ransbotham et al. (2011) study. This definition slightly differs from the one proposed in
the preliminary study 1, where promotion is characterized as the change from any level in the
underdeveloped group (B or C or Start or Stub) to one in the advanced group (GA, A, FA), and
the demotion as the change from advanced group to the underdeveloped group. The major reason
is due to the limitation of the semantic convergence examination. Recognizing that not only
significant change in semantics but also minor updates matter in the quality change, simply
clustering, for instance, GA and FA will ignore the effect of minor edits.
As the empirical context, the author analyzed 3,935 articles that attained the highest Wikipedia
quality distinction (featured article or FA) at some point from the beginning of Wikipedia until 2
January 2014, and the editing activities of more than 750,000 unique editors involved in those
articles. This study offers a holistic understanding of how the editor populations’ composition (in
terms of central vs. supporting editors), retention, and editing patterns affect article success.
The methods used by this study are comprehensive and multi-sourced (see Table 2). Note that in
Table 2, the tasks which are based on basic computation and normal article data sources were not
listed, such as article length, which is simply the number of words in the article from Wikipedia
article data source. For technique details, please refer to Appendix III.

The study found that in the knowledge creation stage, it is desirable to have a larger proportion
of central editors, high turnover rates of both central and supporting editors, more equal
distribution of edits among the central editors, and less equal distribution of edits among the
supporting editors. In contrast, in the knowledge maintenance stage, it is beneficial to have low
turnover rates of both the central and supporting editors, and less equal distribution of edits
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among the supporting editors. The proportion of central editors and their equality of edits
distribution were not significant on reducing the rate of article demotion from the FA status.
These findings not only inform Wikipedia researchers, but also contribute to the literature on
core-periphery structure in online communities, peer-production communities, and collective
intelligence.
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4.4 Study 2: The Attributes of Users on Influential Tweets
The second main study of this thesis was conducted on Twitter social network. The aim was to
investigate the factors that lead to systematic dissemination of content in a social network,
focusing more on the attributes of the content generator. The study attempted to test the
suggestion provided by extant research that communication technologies such as Twitter enable
new relational structures that disrupt the existing authoritative structures and established ways of
information flow, one pertinent area affected being news dissemination (Boyd et al., 2011;
Hermida, 2010). One of the facts suggesting the same is that content generators in Twitter do not
need to pass through filtering criteria administered by a gatekeeping function in established
media houses (Hermida, 2010). Nor is there any need to be affiliated to a club or make monetary
contribution in order to be able to begin content dissemination. A number of prior studies have
investigated news dissemination in Twitter concluding that Twitter serves mainly as a news
medium rather than a social network (Kwak et al., 2010) and users prefer Twitter over traditional
media due to its currency (Goodrum et al., 2010). Some others (Hu et al., 2012) (Lotan et al.,
2011) have even attempted to examine how Twitter relates to conventional news media.
Compared to the extant research, this study is markedly different in three different ways. First, in
contrast to previous studies that employed a limited set of sampled data (e.g., Hermida et al.
2014; Lotan et al. 2011), this study employs more extensive data comprising 87,433 tweets
extracted during the Ukraine’s conflict in Kyiv from November 21, 2013 until Crimean Tartars
supporting the new Kiev administration clash with pro-Russia protesters in the region on
February 26, 2014. The data was extracted by crawling Twitter for tweets that contain the word
“Ukraine” or “Russia” every 15 minutes interval, covering most of the related tweets posted
during the time period. The tweets irrelevant to the Ukraine’s conflict, such as weather in
Ukraine tweets, were removed. Second, the study comprehensively coded the categories of
participants (See Table 2 for a description), including mass media (further differentiated into
major news agencies, radio and TV stations, news aggregators, other news agencies), journalists
(further differentiated into those affiliated to media and those independent journalists), bloggers
(further differentiated into blogging associations and independent bloggers), organizations
(further differentiated into commercial and non-commercial), and celebrities. Third, while
previous research mainly relied on human coding to perform the categorizations, this study
employed a combination of machine analysis and human coding to achieve the purpose in view
of the large dataset. Collectively, these measures allow more accurately and comprehensively
examination of how the various participants were involved in the Ukraine’s conflict tweeting
activities, and which among them are more influential than others in the relevant news
dissemination.
The findings highlight that the role of traditional mass media (and their related journalists) still
remain dominant on Twitter. This is despite the fact that Twitter as a social media now enables a
full spectrum of communications from personal and private to ‘mass-personal’ (e.g., celebrities)
to traditional mass media (Walther et al. 2010). Also its open, interactive, and instantaneous
nature leads to the view that the traditional mass media system may be ‘in flux’ (Hermida, 2010).
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It seems that people actually self-select news information from mass media to share with others
(i.e., retweeting), causing the dominance of mass media to persist on Twitter in spite of its
nature.
The study also highlights the stark differences in the levels of involvement and influence among
the various participants on Twitter. While non-media, non-commercial organizations are indeed
the most active on Twitter in generating tweets about the event; it was the traditional mass
media, journalists, and commercial organizations that was the most influential on this social
media platform. Second, by considering not only event-related tweets but also people-related
tweets (popular political figures), we show the content-dependent influence of the different
participants. In particular, the influence of celebrities became salient when the tweets are related
to popular political figures (Obama, Putin). Collectively these offer a more fine-grained and
accurate understanding of the involvement and influence of the various participants on Twitter in
news dissemination during conflicts such as the Ukraine episode.
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5 Conclusion and Discussion
This cumulative dissertation contributes to the extant literature on collaboration and community
emerging with the advancement of Web 2.0 applications and more specifically on the ongoing
discussions on the connection between the crowd factors and user-generated content quality or
content influences.
The two preliminary studies in this thesis not only provided supports for the main study on
Wikipedia quality but also contribute to the methodology on big data analysis. The first
preliminary study is one of few studies which computationally examine the mapping of internal
quality rating and the criteria in Wikipedia. It shows evidence with thousand samples on
consistency of the content completeness and stability rule and the quality ratings. This study is
based on one of the classical model – vector space model, from natural language processing
field, which is commonly used for computing the semantic similarity of different texts. The
second preliminary study on content analysis of discussions in Wikipedia assisted the automatic
extraction of one factor about Wiki-norm conflict. Though this study basically adopted the
classification pipeline from one similar study, it built a labeled corpus with a schema that is
better adapt for the study on antecedent of quality.
From a theoretical standpoint, Study 1 specifically contributes to the growing body of work on
the quality of user-generated content. User-generated content is generated normally in online
communities that are characterized by permeable boundaries and fluidity of membership (Faraj
et al., 2011). Moreover, there is lack of authoritative filters or experts in the form of gatekeepers,
which is available in traditional content generation, e.g. Britannia Encyclopedia. This creates
uncertainty when it comes to quality of the user-generated content. Infinite supply of content
online is of no substantial benefit if one cannot address its quality standard. Exploring in the
direction of Ransbotham et al. (2011) and Kane et al. (2009), Study 1 looked into the relationship
of crowd factors and content quality in two steps: namely creation phase and maintenance phase.
Drawing on the results from prior studies, the study especially focuses on the following factors:
membership composition, membership retention and distribution of members work. Study 1
contributes to the literature on online collaboration by addressing these three factors separately
for: (a) central vs. supporting editors and (b) content creation vs. content maintenance stage.
Study 1 discovered that in the content creation stage, it is desirable to have a larger proportion of
central editors, high turnover rates of both central and supporting editors, more equal distribution
of edits among the central editors, and less equal distribution of edits among supporting editors.
In contrast, in the content maintenance stage, it is beneficial to have low turnover rates of both
central and supporting editors, and less equal distribution of edits among supporting editors. The
proportion of central editors and their equality of edits distribution were not significant on
reducing the rate of article demotion from the FA status. These findings not only inform
Wikipedia researchers, but also contribute to the literature on core-periphery structure in online
communities, peer-production communities, and collective intelligence.
The findings from Study 1 also have implications for managers leading or managing communitybased peer production environments. Study 1 recommends managers on what should be the
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composition of editing team in the collective content creation and content maintenance and on
which membership retention should be encouraged.
Study 2 contributes to the extant literature on user-generated content dissemination in social
media. Twitter as a real-time, democratic news media has generated scholarly attention in recent
years (e.g., Cha et al. 2010; Bakshy et al. 2011; Hermida 2010; Hermida et al. 2014; Kwak et al.
2010; Mocanu et al. 2013). Some even argue that Twitter may replace conventional news media
owned by big media houses like CNN, BBC, etc. One of the reasons underlying this argument is
that Twitter provides equal opportunities to have’s and have not’s when it comes to news
creation with no subscription charges and non-existent sign-up filter. Hence, Twitter is
extensively used by common mass to read and share news with each other, undermining the
gatekeeping function of journalists in determining what and when to disseminate (Hermida,
2010). A number of studies have investigated how news/content is disseminated in Twitter and
some have even related Twitter with conventional media (Hu et al. 2012, Lotan et al. 2011).
While the emergence of Twitter as democratic news media and its relationship with the
conventional media has been explored, whether users relating to upstream conventional media
still hold upper hand when it comes to dissemination in Twitter still remains unexplored. Study
2 is the first study to highlight stark differences in the levels of involvement and influence among
the various participants on Twitter belonging to non-media, non-commercial organizations and
conventional media houses. In doing so, Study 2 is able to establish that conventional media
may still be playing greater role in news dissemination as compared to individuals relating to
non-media and no-commercial houses, hinting that social media may still not be level playing
ground when it comes to news dissemination.
Findings from Study 2 have implications for organizations looking to disseminate their content.
One implication for practitioners is to consider the role of the affiliation of the channel in
strategically disseminating content in order to maximize impact, i.e. it is still beneficial to
propagate the content via established news agencies as compared to individuals belonging to
non-commercial houses.
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6 Limitation and Future Work
The semantic comparison method in preliminary study 1 only captures quality dimension on
completeness and stability while the minor updates in, e.g. links and references also play an
important role in determining the quality. Possible ways to automatically detect the minor
updates can be either examining the editor’s comment in each revision or extracting related
information from discussion or combining the two.
To improve the classification accuracy in preliminary study 2, increasing the training set is a
must necessity, since the discourse is quite complex covering a large number of terms and
phrases. This task can be achieved by crowdsourcing the labeling task. Algorithm wise, more
advanced algorithms rather than basic supervised learning, e.g. semi-supervised learning, deep
learning, is promising for the task.
Study 1 contains several limitations that influence the potential generalization of its findings.
First, this study is conducted entirely within the Wikipedia environment; additional research is
necessary before the findings can be generalized to other user-generated content environment.
The IT-artifacts pertaining to other user-generated content environments and the interactions of
its members are present in different ways, which may perhaps show different relationships
between membership turnover/retention and the quality of the content. Secondly, Wikipedia is
freely available and open to all. Further research should conduct a similar research in the context
of in-house wiki which is created and maintained for in-house knowledge management within
the firms. In these firm hosted wiki’s perhaps the turnover and retention of the members may not
play very crucial role as in the open Wikipedia platform. Third, the study focuses on a set of
high-quality articles on Wikipedia and this only represents a sub-sample of the population. There
may be self-selection bias when it comes to generalization of these findings to overall content.
Finally, this study examined the quality of knowledge creation and maintenance in Wikipedia,
which is considered to be one of the most successful online co-created platforms, hinting that
there might be bias as the study may be only looking into successful cases. Similar study needs
to be undertaken for not so successful online co-creation platform with different success rates,
and different governance models and characteristics of content.
There are limitations to the second study as well. Firstly, the study examines content
dissemination only on one micro-blogging cite. Content dissemination patterns might differ in
various networks. Twitter is one of the most popular sites, but further investigations into other
services may provide more generalizable findings. Secondly, the empirical study is based on a
single political event based in Europe. Large-scale multi-topic study covering various domains,
e.g. arts, finance, entertainment, sports, etc. needs to be undertaken to provide a clearer picture
on content dissemination. Thirdly, the study only extracted the tweets in English language,
perhaps missing some major chunk of the tweets in other languages, in particular Russian which
forms the other side of the same story of the same event. A subsequent study needs to be
conducted to see whether the characteristics of content dissemination are contingent on the
language of the micro-blogs under consideration.
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Abstract. To better inform the users of the articles quality, Wikipedia assigns
quality labels to the articles. While most of the existing studies of the Wikipedia
phenomenon took the quality ratings provided by Wikipedia as the outcome
variable of their research, a few yet growing number of studies ask expert raters
to rate the quality of selected Wikipedia articles because of their doubts in
Wikipedia’s ratings. This study aims to check if Wikipedia’s ratings really
reflect its stated criteria. According to Wikipedia criteria, having abundant and
stable content is the key to article’s quality promotion; we therefore examine
the content change in terms of quantity change and content stability by showing
the semantic convergence. We found out that the quantity of content change is
significant in the promoted articles, which complies with Wikipedia’s stated
criteria.

Keywords: Wikipedia, article quality, quality motion, content change, semantic
convergence

1 Introduction
Since its advent in 2001, Wikipedia has become the most sought after online
encyclopedia; its free distribution and wide coverage radically changed the way
people approach knowledge. By 2014, there are more than 4 millions English articles
in Wikipedia ranging from natural science to social science. Moreover, Wikipedia
provides a gold mine for researchers of various disciplines. For researchers in the
social science field, Wikipedia serves as a prominent exemplar of using wiki
1
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technology for crowdsourcing; it offers a great source of data for researches on online
collaboration, open innovation, etc. 	
  
Typically researchers utilizing Wikipedia data would analyze the predictors of the
quality of Wikipedia articles. Ironically, the quality of Wikipedia has been a debatable
issue for long time; drawing much attention not only from the regular users who
simply use its content as knowledge sources but also from researchers who are
interested in the study of Wikipedia. There are two main streams of researches related
to the quality of the Wikipedia articles: one stream is modeling of the articles quality,
which propose methods to help identify or distinguish article quality levels [1, 2];
another stream is to use quality as a dependent variable for the studies of
collaboration, conflicts, or virtual teams in general [3, 4]. The studies from both
streams basically rely on some sample articles which are already rated to different
quality levels. The typical ways to derive the quality ratings are either directly making
use of Wikipedia internal ratings or hiring outer expert raters to evaluate the quality of
randomly selected articles. Based on the quality rating criteria provided by Wikipedia,
about 1 million out of 4 million articles were ever assigned one or more quality labels,
moreover, many of the articles have experienced quality promotion or demotion or
both over their development history. Kittur and Kraut [5] found significant correlation
between Wikipedia’s article quality ratings and the article quality ratings assigned by
external raters. The study indicates the high consistency in the evaluating criteria from
within and outside of Wikipedia. The main limitation of this study is that it is based
on only a small number of articles. So the question remains: Does the rating assigned
by Wikipedia to around 1 million articles really reflect the criteria in Wikipedia’s
evaluation system?
We first refine this question before attempting to answer it. We notice that constant
change made to articles distinguishes Wikipedia from traditional encyclopedia;
therefore the quality rating in Wikipedia is a dynamic process. Kane, Majchrzak,
Johnson and Chen [6] suggests two stages of online collaboration, namely, the
creation stage when the information is developed and shaped, and the retention stage
when the created information gets preserved and refined through ongoing
collaboration. Similarly, the development of Wikipedia articles can also be divided
into these two stages; accordingly, the improvement for Wikipedia articles would
have different focuses in these two stages. In the creation stage, content completeness
is the priority while elaboration and minor details like having reliable references
would be looked after later. In Wikipedia’s criteria, the complete, accurate content
and detailed requirements in citations and writing styles are all taken into
consideration. In our study of examining the mapping between quality and criteria, we
focus on the content change since the complete content formed the mainframe of the
articles on which any other minor changes are based. Content change is therefore the
critical factor for a significant quality improvement.
There are seven quality scales in Wikipedia, for each scale there is a corresponding
rating criterion. Observing the content-related rule in the criterion of each scale, we
noticed that splitting the seven quality scales into two groups would facilitate a better
alignment of the content rule and the article quality, since these two groups have
significant distinguishable content requirements, which only slightly differ within the
groups. This quality scales grouping is also adopted in some recent study which
propose a model to evaluate the article quality [7]. We define quality promotion as the

change of quality scale from the lower-level group to the higher-level group, and
quality demotion as the change of quality scale from the higher-level group to the
lower-level group. Having collected almost all of the English Wikipedia articles that
have experienced quality promotion and demotion in their first two quality ratings,
noted as promoted and demoted articles, we subsequently conduct a longitudinal
analysis of the content change by examining the semantic convergence during the
time period of quality change. Semantic convergence is a measurement of content
change by computing the semantic similarity of each version with the last version of
the article.

2 Quality Promotion and Demotion
According to Wikipedia quality rating system, articles’ quality level ranges from Stub,
Start, C-class, B-class, Good Articles (GA), A-class, to Featured Articles (FA) in
ascending order. Wikipedia provides guidelines for assessing the articles in a
multidimensional measure. For instance, a Featured Article needs to be: (1) well
written; (2) comprehensive; (3) well-researched by including appropriate references;
(4) neutral; (5) stable (no ongoing edit wars); (6) compliance with Wikipedia style
guidelines, like consistent citation and appropriate structure; (7) having appropriate
media mostly in the form of images with acceptable copyright status; and (8) having
appropriate length and focusing on the main topic.
Wikipedia has developed various mechanisms for quality rating centering around
two principles: relying on consensus of most reviewers and constraining the influence
of major contributors. To promote an article to GA or FA, it first needs to be
nominated by at least one registered editor, and all other editors excluding the
significant contributors can review the article and give their comments based on the
corresponding criteria, after then vote for the nomination. For a nomination to be
promoted to GA or FA, a consensus among most reviewers must be reached. But for
GA assessment, nominator is not allowed to participate in the review. The quality
assessments for other levels (e.g. B-class, C-class) are normally performed by
members of WikiProject. A WikiProject is composed of a collection of articles of the
same domain or on a specific topic, and a group of editors who collaborate in these
articles. Similarly, a consensus among WikiProject members is required for the rating.
In general, an article changing from any level to a more superior level is
considered to have been promoted or demoted in reverse. Nevertheless, instead of
exhausting all the possible changes, we simplify the problem by firstly grouping
quality levels and then adjusting the definition of promotion and demotion
accordingly. We cluster GA, A and FA as advanced group while B, C, Start and Stub
as underdeveloped group. The reason beyond this grouping is primarily based on the
reader’s experience and the Wikipedia editing suggestions. According to Wikipedia,
readers tend to perceive FA articles as professional, outstanding, and thorough; Aclass articles as very useful and fairly complete; and GA articles as useful, without
obvious problems and approaching the quality of professional encyclopedia articles.
For FA articles, no further content is needed unless new information becomes

available. Some style problems may need solving in GA and A-class articles. GA
articles may need some editing by subject and style expert.
Moving down to B-class articles, the content is probably not be enough to satisfy a
serious researcher, which means a few aspects of content and style need to be
addressed, the inclusion of supporting materials as well as a better style should also be
considered. It is worse in C-class articles as there is no complete picture for a detailed
study, and considerable editing is needed. In Start-class articles, users can find some
meaningful content, but most readers will need more; these articles are suggested to
provide reliable sources and substantial improvement in content and structure.
From the above descriptions of each quality class provided by Wikipedia, there
seemingly exists a line to distinguish GA, A, and FA articles from B, C, Start and
Stub articles. That is, the considerable content changes. In GA, A and FA articles, an
expert-level elaboration and minor updates are needed, while the articles of the other
three lower levels require more content. This distinction matches the two dimensions
of our study: content change and quality motion. Based on the grouping, we
characterize the promotion as the change from any level in the underdeveloped group
(B or C or Start or Stub) to one in the advanced group (GA, A, FA), and the demotion
as the change from advanced group to the underdeveloped group.
As aforementioned, around 1 million Wikipedia articles have ever received quality
rating; many of them have had more than two quality assessments. In our research, we
only focus on the articles’ first quality motion. For example, when one article has
assessment history like “BàGAàFA”, we conduct the study on the content change
during the time period from B to GA. We align the promoted and the demoted articles
by their first quality motion, regardless of their age and birth date. In the following
section, we provide the details of collecting and preparing the data. We then describe
the method of semantic convergence and present the semantic convergence for the
different groups of quality motion.

3 Data Collection
We extract the data from the recent English Wikipedia as of January 2014. It includes
over 4 million articles, out of which 3,799 articles are labeled as FA, 18,616 articles
are categorized as GA, and 674 articles as A-class. There are also 64,021 B-class
articles and 118,906 C-class articles. We did not consider the articles currently rated
as Start or Stub class, since we only focus on articles that have already undergone one
creation stage.
Each Wikipedia article has its own talk page where the discussions on the article
editing take place among the editors. Wikipedia not only stores the most recent
version of the articles and their talk pages but also records every effective change
made to them in the form of revision through its lifecycle. A revision of Wikipedia
article is a version of the article and the changes made to the current revision is based
on its last revision. When a revision is submitted, in addition to the updated article
content, Wikipedia would also record the information of the editor who creates the
revision and the submission time. The same recording procedure applies for talk page.
Additionally, each version of the talk page contains new comments and new meta

information about the article. The meta information includes which WikiProject the
article belongs to, suggestions on improving the article and the current quality level of
the article. We retrieve the quality information of the articles from their talk pages.
To get articles that have been promoted or demoted, we first retrieve the quality
rating history for all the 205,987 articles, covering all articles which are presently
labeled as C-class, B-class, Good, A-class and FA. We derive the quality ratings by
checking the meta information through all the revisions of each article’s talk page.
We finally get the quality rating history for around 201,500 articles out of 205,987
articles. About 5,000 articles were dropped because of missing information in the talk
page. The quality ratings’ are recorded in the form: q! (t! )... q ! (t ! ); where q ! is the
i!"   quality rating at timestamp  t ! . An article is considered at q ! level from t ! until a
different quality level is assigned, i.e., q ! is different from its adjacent quality ratings.
Next, we collect all articles that have at least two quality assessments over their
histories. By checking their first two quality levels, regardless of their present quality
level, we select the articles which meet the condition that one of the two quality
classes is from advanced group (GA, A, FA) and another one is from underdeveloped
group (B, C, Start, Stub). We then cluster them as promoted articles (PA) and
demoted articles (DA) according to the quality change order. Finally, we get 7,653
promoted articles and 525 demoted articles; both of the two clusters contain articles
that are presently assessed as C-class, B-class, GA, A-class or FA. This is our base
dataset on which we check the relation between the pattern of the first quality motion
and the present quality of these articles.
Interestingly, from all the promoted articles and demoted articles, we found out that
the first quality motion pattern indeed has an impact on its present quality status: (1)
more than 95% of the promoted articles (7,399 out of 7,653) stay at the advanced
group and less than 5% suffered demotion after having been promoted; (2) only about
40% of the demoted articles (213 out of 525) get promoted to advanced group after
having experienced a demotion, while the rest (60%) stay at underdeveloped group.
The finding in (1) shows that if an article gets promoted to advanced group from
underdeveloped group in their first quality motion, it is more likely that it will stay as
at least a Good article. Hence, this initial finding further implies the importance of the
change made in the time period between the first two quality assessments.
For all the promoted and demoted articles, we do the following: given the
timestamps t! and t ! corresponding to the first quality rating q! and the second
quality rating q ! , to capture the content changes in the article between t! and t ! , we
extract every revision of the article which was issued during this time period for the
computation of semantic convergence.

4 Semantic Convergence to Measure Content Change
Semantic convergence measure applied in Wikipedia research was first designed to
assess stability of Wikipedia articles, in order to automatically judge their maturity [8].
In our research, we adopted the similar method to measure the content change during
the time from the first quality assessment to the second assessment. The detail of the

method and the validity of using this method for measuring content change are stated
as follows.

4.1 Vector Space Model
“Semantic” is a commonly used term in natural language processing domain. It is
normally referred in a context when comparing the similarity of two documents in
terms of their topic and content. When two documents are matched in their contents,
they are considered to be semantically similar to each other. If a vector is used to
represent an article, then the similarity degree is typically computed by the cosine
measure of the two vectors having values from -1 to 1. The value of 1 indicates that
the two documents are the same or very highly matched, while the value of -1 tells the
opposite relation. Among all the type of vectors representing document,    Term
Frequency (TF) vector is used in our study, which will be explained in the following.
We take any revision of an article as one single document. Suppose an article has 𝑁
revisions issued during the first quality motion time. This article is composed into a
set of 𝑁 documents, denoted by:
𝐷 = 𝑑!   𝑘 ∈ 1 … 𝑁} ,

(1)

with d!   is the k !" document or k !" revision. We then establish a vocabulary from all
the documents in 𝐷, i.e., a list of all the distinct words appeared in 𝐷. Let w! , w! , …,
w! be the words in the vocabulary. The (sparse) representation of the TF value of the
words in d!   is denoted by the vector
𝑑!    = {TF w!,! , … , TF w!,! } ,

(2)

with TF w!,! is the Term Frequency value of word w! (𝑖 ∈ 1 … 𝑚) in document 𝑑!   ,
i.e., the number of occurrence of word w! in document 𝑑!   . For some words listed in
the vocabulary but not appeared in this document, the TF value of those words in the
document is zero. Suppose there is a different document d! with its vector
representation as 𝑑! = {TF w!,! , … , TF w!,! }, then the semantic similarity between
𝑑! and 𝑑!   is computed by the cosine value of the two vectors:
cos 𝑑! , 𝑑! =   

!!   .!!
!! !!

    ,

(3)

where the nominator is the dot product of the two vectors:
𝑑!   . 𝑑! =    TF w!,! ×TF w!,! + ⋯ + TF w!,! ×TF w!,!   

(4)

and in the denominator “ 𝑑! ” denotes

TF w!,!

!

+ ⋯ + TF w!,!

!

.

Following the above way, a matrix is built for every Wikipedia article with the
rows representing the different revisions in order of the date they were issued and the
columns representing words in the vocabulary, such as:

𝐴𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒  𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 =

TF w!,!
⋮
TF w!,!

⋯
⋱
⋯

TF w!,!
⋮
TF w!,!

=

𝑑!
⋮
𝑑!

.

(5)

The reason that we think the above vector model is appropriate for measuring the
content change lies in the type of actions leading to the change. Similar to any other
text revise, the primary editing actions in Wikipedia article include [4]: (1) insertion
or deletion of a sentence; (2) modification or rewording of an existing sentence; (3)
linking a existing word to another Wikipedia article to external Internet articles; (4)
change the URL of the name of an existing link; (5) deletion of an existing link; (6)
adding or deleting of a reference; (7) modification of an existing reference; (8)
reverting an article to a former version. Basically all these actions, to more or less
extent, caused the change in word frequency. For example, inserting a new sentence
means the vector representing the new revision will have bigger values in some of its
entries. The more the value changes, the more it varies from the previous revision. In
prior work [9], the distance of two revisions was represented by the count of inserted
and deleted words. This count is computed by a complex algorithm, which would
become quite time-consuming when the article is long and has a large number of
revisions. In our study, we firstly index the words of each revision using Lucene, and
then build the vectors using the indexing. This way, the matrix computation is much
faster than the word-counting methods and it can be even improved by using some
optimal algorithm for sparse vectors. Thus, we consider vector space model more
robust and efficient as compared to other models measuring the document distance.
4.2 Revision Milestone
After we get the article matrix that is composed of the vectors representing all the
requested revisions of the article, we start to compute the semantic similarity between
any two revisions. However, before computing the semantic similarity, there are still
some problems that need to be addressed. First, vandalism is commonly seen in
Wikipedia. Since this action was also recorded as a revision, this will add noise to the
analysis of effective content change. Second, to explore the characteristics in content
change of a group of articles, such as promoted group and demoted group, we need to
align the articles in some way, because these articles vary in the number of revisions
and timestamps for each revision.
Inspired by the work of Thomas and Sheth [8], we use revision milestone to address
the above stated problems. Revision milestone is an abstract revision that is
representative for the content change made through a cluster of real revisions. Since
revision milestone is considered as a “revision”, it then can be represented as a vector.
Given one article matrix as in equation (5) where each row is the vector representing

one revision and chronologically ordered by the timestamp of the revision. We now
cluster the revision vectors from top to bottom of the matrix using a one-week
timeframe. That is, the revisions belonging to one cluster are issued within one week
starting from the timestamp of the first revision in this cluster. For example, we derive
the first cluster matrix from the article matrix as:

𝐶𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟! =

TF w!,!
⋮
TF w!,!

⋯
⋱
⋯

TF w!,!
⋮
TF w!,!

,

(6)

where 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑁; 𝑡!"#! ≤ 𝑡!"#! ≤ (𝑡!"#! + 1  𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘). The revision milestone vector of
the first cluster, denoted by 𝑅𝑀! , is defined as:
𝑅𝑀! = 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛  (𝐶𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟! ) ,

(7)

where the “median” is to get the median value of entries in each column of the cluster
matrix.
Using revision milestone vector, we can align the articles regardless of their
different developing time. Moreover, taking the median value as entry of the revision
milestone helps to eliminate the impact of revert wars and random vandalism. Hence,
we represent for each article by its revision milestone vectors instead of revision
vectors; the rows of the new article matrix are the vectors of the revision milestones in
the order of the weeks and the columns are the words from the vocabulary.
4.3 Semantic Convergence
The next step is to measure the content change using the new article matrix composed
of the revision milestone vectors. Given an article having 𝐿 revision milestones, we
display its semantic convergence by computing the cosine similarity, as showed in
equation (3), between each 𝑅𝑀!   (𝑙 ∈ 1 … 𝐿) and the last vector 𝑅𝑀! . In this way, we
can track the major content change towards the last version that dynamically leads to
a quality motion.
The same semantic convergence computation is applied to each article, after then
we align the articles by grouping the cosine similarity value with the same index
(correspond to the index of their revision milestones from the 1st week to the last
week).

5 Comparison of Semantic Convergence
By displaying the semantic convergence over the revision milestone index, we
examine the pattern of the content change of the promoted and demoted articles
during the period between the times of their first and second quality assessments. The

promoted articles have had their first quality level from the underdeveloped group (B,
C, Start, Stub) upgraded to one level in the advanced group (GA, A, FA), while the
demoted articles have the quality motion in the opposite direction.
In addition, when we look back to our quality levels grouping and the definition of
quality motion, we recall that (according to Wikipedia’s statements): (a) considerable
content change distinguishes the articles belonging to the underdeveloped group and
the advanced group; (b) meanwhile, the quality motion within advanced group should
be caused by other minor updates instead of significant content change. In order to
confirm these two statements computationally, we also display the process of the
semantic convergence of the articles having their first quality motion within advanced
group. We cluster the articles by their motion pattern: (1) promotion_GAàA; (2)
promotion_GAàFA; (3) promotion_AàFA; (4) demotion_AàGA; (5)
demotion_FAàGA; (6) demotion_FAàA, and show their semantic convergence
process separately.
5.1 Semantic Convergence of Quality Motion across Groups
As aforementioned, we have 7,653 promoted articles and 525 demoted articles in our
dataset. In order to balance the sample quantity in the two groups, we randomly select
600 promoted articles and take all 525 demoted articles. We filter out the articles
having less than 3 revision milestones, since we assume that content change would be
more stable and effective after at least three weeks. Further, to better align the articles,
we split the selected articles into 3 subgroups according to the number of their
revision milestones, the range of the number in first subgroup is from 3 to 20, in
second subgroup is from 21 to 50, and in the third subgroup is from 51 to 100. Finally
we have in total 358 promoted articles and 187 demoted articles. Notice that about 60%
of the demoted articles have less than 3 revision milestones. This phenomenon
already indicates that remarkable content change should not be the main reason for
quality demotion. We further check the semantic convergence of the sampled articles.
In Fig. 1, the blue curve shows the mean of semantic similarity values of each
revision milestone to its final revision milestone. We see that, in each subgroup, the
similarity distance from the first revision milestone to the final revision milestone for
promoted articles are larger than that for demoted articles. This can be interpreted as
that much editing efforts made to the content improvement for quality promotion,
even though it might experience some fluctuations during the process. In contrast, the
semantic convergence for demoted articles is faster, without noticeable distance in
semantic. In general, the semantic convergence patterns computationally reflect
Wikipedia’s rating mechanism. On one hand, considerable improvement in content is
needed for the underdeveloped articles to be promoted to an advanced quality level;
specifically it means complete coverage of the specific topic with abundant facts and
resources as well as the professional writing style. On the other hand, there is no
strong evidence that content issue is critical for quality demotion; it is probably
caused by outdated references, problems in article structure, or writing style. For the
promoted articles, we see that the more number of revision milestone the articles have,
the larger the similarity distance is.
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Fig. 1. Semantic convergence across groups.

In terms of content stability, for the demoted articles, we don’t see turbulence in all
the three subgroups, same for the first two subgroups of promoted articles. There is
some fluctuation seen in the third promoted subgroup after 55 revision milestones,
this is mostly due to the drop in the number of articles which have more than 55
revision milestones.
5.2 Semantic Convergence of Quality Motion within Advanced Groups
Now we are going to show the semantic convergence of the quality motion within
advanced group to compare with the quality motion across groups. From our original
dataset, we extract all the articles matching the motion patterns within the advanced
group; Table 1 shows the number of sampled articles, since the number of articles are
less, instead of divide the articles by the number of revision milestones as did in 5.1,
we simply filtered out the articles which have far more revision milestones than the
average revision milestones of each case.
From the result in Fig. 2, we see that all demotion and promotion cases within the
advance group do not show significant semantic change over the period of quality
motion. This phenomenon seems to be consistent with Wikipedia’s suggestion on
how to improve the article quality when the current quality level is already high:
instead of content change, some knowledge from expert is needed.

Table 1. Sampled articles within group quality motion

GAàA
GAàFA
AàFA
FAàGA
FAàA
AàGA

Final samples after
filtering

67
182
49
4
14
41

41
139
21
4
12
28
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139
19
3
11
27
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Fig. 2. Semantic Convergence within Advanced Group

5.3 Tests on the Distribution of Means across
Now that we see the difference in the semantic convergence patterns of promotion
and demotion across groups, we are going to test the distribution discrepancy of the
means in the two groups. The mean of the semantic convergence throughout the first

58

63

median
mean
outlier

68

revision to the final revision represents an effort needed to be either promoted or
demoted. A smaller mean shows a larger effort. As Figure 1 depicts that the mean of
promoted articles across group is smaller than of demoted article, we performed the
non-parametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test and confirmed that the mean in the
promotion cases is statistically smaller than the mean in the demotion cases for each
subgroup, with “p-value = 0.0003892” for the first subgroup, “p-value = 6.715e-15”
for the second, and “p-value < 2.2e-16” for the third.

6 Conclusion
Some prior studies on Wikipedia phenomena are conducted using its internal quality
ratings of the articles. Though Wikipedia provides a set of criteria and implements
voting mechanism for quality evaluation, the validity of the internal ratings is yet to
be examined. Our study is one of the first that shows the mapping between the stated
evaluation criteria and the quality rating of the Wikipedia articles. We investigate one
of the most important evaluation criteria, i.e. the content rule, in a computational way.
We check to what extent the content in terms of quantity change and stability affects
quality change in both directions (promotion and demotion) and if the result is
consistent with the criteria stated by Wikipedia. We measure the content change by
computing the semantic similarity of every revision of the article until the final
revision, starting from the first quality rating until the first quality motion occurs to
see how the semantic converges. We define quality promotion as the change of
quality scale from the underdeveloped group to the advanced group, and quality
demotion as the reverse. In order to show the semantic convergence of a group of
articles, namely a group of promoted or demoted articles, we align the semantic
convergence of the articles by their revision milestones.
By showing the aligned semantic convergence of the articles, we found out that the
quantity of content change is significant in the promoted articles, which complies with
Wikipedia’s stated criteria. We also saw slight content instability in some demoted
articles though the phenomenon is not as clear at the group level. We thereby
conclude that there could be other major issues which cause quality demotion instead
of content instability, such as the outdated references and the missing links. Overall
our findings suggest that Wikipedia’s evaluation for promotion is significantly
influenced by content change whereas the evaluation for demotion is influenced by
other factors stated in Wikipedia’s evaluation criteria. Wikipedia’s assigned quality
rating may thus be a reliable outcome variable for research provided that the
researchers are comparing articles from the lower-quality group (articles with B-class,
C-class, Start, and Stub ratings) with the higher-quality group (articles with Featured,
A-class, and Good ratings). A more fine-grained outcome variable is not suggested, as
there are only slight different content requirements’ evaluation criteria within the
advanced group. Nevertheless, for the articles that experience quality promotion
within underdeveloped group, for example, from Start-class to B-class, we expect
larger content change to take place.
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Abstract. In this study, we aim to automate the detection of talk patterns in
Wikipedia. We adopted an annotation schema, which captures the major talk
patterns indicating coordination and conflict in order to facilitate related studies
of online community. Based on the designed schema, we built a corpus of 80
annotated Talk pages from the English Wikipedia. Then we conducted
automatic talk classification by applying a set of machine learning algorithms.
We found out the pattern of Wikipedia Norm related conflict is easier to detect
compared to other types, which achieved the highest F1-score of 0.73.

1 Introduction
In contrast to the expert-written Encyclopedia, Wikipedia is more of a product of
collaboration. Any Internet user is free to get access to the editing of any article and
contribute his or her knowledge to it. The power of the Wikipedia community, which
constitutes any random user, builds up a quality-comparable and more updated
knowledge base in many domains (Mesgari et al., 2015). As a newly developed social
media, wiki-like platforms are still lack of well-defined theories on the working
process and product quality control. Many issues need to be understood and deeply
explored, in particular, whenever people gather together and collaborate with each
other for the same goal, each person has independent ideas and owns knowledge in
different domain, therefore, an effective guide to lead the collaboration and to resolve
the conflicts play a critical role in platform functioning. The revision history of
Wikipedia lets us track the collaborative writing process in every single page.
Therefore it’s a desirable resource that enables the observation of dynamic process of
online collaboration.
In Wikipedia, there are different types of page: article page, discussion page, users
page. Until 2013, Wikipedia contains more than 4 million article pages, over one third
of which have corresponding discussion pages. Discussion page records and reflects
the interaction among editors, it takes the form of general online discussion forum,
and the sharing purpose of the users is to improve the editing of the related article
page. In this project, we will focus on content analysis of the discussion page. We aim

to apply machine learning techniques to classify the discussion text automatically in
order to learn the style of communication and collaboration in Wikipedia community.

2 Corpus Construction
In order to automate the detection of talk patterns, we first build an annotated corpus
of Wikipedia talks with which we train our classifiers.
2.1 Data Source
We extract 80 talk pages from the snapshot of English Wikipedia of January 2nd
2014. The 80 talk pages are randomly chosen from Featured articles which are
considered to be of the best quality in Wikipedia. Considering the limitation of human
work as well as the effectiveness of the pages, we only select the talk pages of which
the number of words ranges from 400 to 2000. Further, we segment the talk pages
into turns (or discussion) which is defined as the text content that is added by an
individual contributor until another contributor edits the page. There are in total 1580
turns in our dataset. The properties of each turn include timestamp, contributor, and
indentation level. We take each turn as our annotation unit, i.e. assign possible labels
to each turn. One example of a turn is as Figure 1 shows:
Figure 1: Talk Turn Example

2.2 Annotation Schema
We basically adopted the schema proposed by Ferschke et al. (2012), there are 17
labels in their schema which are categorized into Article Criticism, Explicit
Performativity, Explicit Performativity, Information Content, Interpersonal. However,
to better facilitate the study on Wikipedia community, we further adapted the schema
based on the definition and findings regarding conflicts in Wikipedia from literature.
For instance, according to Arazy et al. (2013), there are three types of conflicts
related to the article quality in Wikipedia, they are pure task conflict, task-affective
conflict, and task-affective conflict.
Pure task conflict is “conflict of opinions are inherent to the Wikipedia

collaborative authoring process, such as whether a piece of text, a link, or
an image should be included, reordered or rephrased…”
Task-affective conflict refers to “emotional conflict that is grounded in
disagreements related to the article contents. This often starts as a ‘pure
task’ conflict, and escalates to include emotional elements. In Wikipedia,
task-affective conflict may manifest itself in (a) emotional statements
regarding the topic of the article or (b) personal attacks on other authors
with reference to their opinions.”
Task-process conflict refers to “disagreements about the task itself shift
into arguments about how the task should be done, often referring to
organizational regulations or procedures. In Wikipedia, this is typically a
discussion of how the text of the article stands in relation to Wikipedia
norms and standards…” (Arazy et al., 2013)
In our schema, the categories “Content Criticism” and “Writing Criticism” and
“Objectivity Criticism” can be linked to pure task conflict, category “Process
Criticism” is related to task-process conflict while the negative sentiment in category
“Interpersonal” indicates task-affective conflict. Besides conflict, our schema also
include category “Content Suggestion”, since we observed that it is very common
pattern in the Wikipedia discussions. This schema is designed with the aim for later
research on conflicts and collaboration in Wikipedia community. See the schema with
detailed definition and examples in Table 1.

2.3 Annotation Process and Result
We hire two master students from ETH to conduct the annotation task. They were
first trained to grasp the meanings about each label under the instruction of a
coordinator. In the three-rounds training session, they were assigned 5 talk pages in
the first round, 5 talk pages in the second round and another 15 talk pages in the third
round. They were asked to annotate on the same page for each round. After each
round, the coordinator organized a discussion to solve the conflicts till consensus. We
measured the agreement between the two annotators in the third round using Kappa.
See in Table 2. The kappa score varied across labels. The highest agreement was
achieved on the label “WikiNormCritic”, since the signal in this type is more clear
and strong, such as containing the term like “WP:Neutral”, which is a reference to the
neutral point view norm in Wikipedia. The content related conflicts have lower
agreement due to the slight difference between “ContLack” and “ContUnsuit”, the
annotators report confusion in distinguishing these two type. Content suggestion has
the lowest agreement due to the incomplete context and ambiguous discourse.
After the training session, each of the annotator was assigned 40 different talk pages.
The 80 annotated talk pages formed our corpus.

Table 1. Annotation Schema

Table 2. Annotation Agreement

3 Pattern Detection
The procedure we conducted to detect the patterns is: extract features, split dataset
into training- and test- set, reduce the feature dimensions, select optimal model
parameters using cross validation, evaluate the F1 score of the selected model on the
test set, and report the average F1 score.
3.1 Feature Extraction
Before feature extraction, we first cleaned the data by converting upper case letters to
lower case; remove html tags; stemming, which is to extract the stem of each word,
for instance, “sees” and “seen” are converted to “see”. After the data clean, we
extracted the following features from the dataset: N-grams, that means which create
tuples of N, which appear next to each other. In our case we set N = 1, 2. The feature
is then the number of times such a tuple appears in a turn. In addition we filtered out
all N-grams that appear less than 3 times in our corpus. Another feature is the
indentation level, as denoted in Figure 1. We also include the time difference
between the next and previous turns of current turn as one feature of current turn. In
addition, the number of words in a turn is also considered as one feature.
3.2 Feature Reduction
The number of features we get is quite high, so we used information gain to reduce
the number of features down to 300. Information gain is a procedure that measures the
drop in entropy caused by dropping a particular feature from the complete feature set.
Features that cause the biggest gains (i.e. difference in entropy of the initial set and
the entropy of the initial set minus the observed feature) are considered most relevant,
and are therefore kept in the transformed set. Another method that we tried out was
chi squared statistical test, which does exactly the opposite - takes feature by feature
and evaluates the impact of the feature itself in absence of other features.
3.3 Cross Validation
We simply split the data into a training set and a test set of the same size. Then we
used k-fold cross validation to select the best model parameters and then evaluate the
test set on this model.
3.3 Classification
We applied 7 classical supervised learning algorithms for the classification: Support
Vector Machine (SVM), Decision Tree, Adaboost, Gradient Boosting, Gaussian NB,
Multinomial NB, Logistic Regression. The classification accuracy is measure by F1
score, which is defined as:

.
Where precision is the number of correct positive results divided by the number of all
positive results, and recall is the number of correct positive results divided by the
number of positive results that should have been returned. The best F1 score is 1 and
the worst is 0.

4 Results and Analysis
The classification results is depicted in Table 3, the overall classification accuracy is
not very desirable compared to what Ferschke et al. (2012) has achieved with average
F1 score is 0.82. One reason can be the higher complexity of the corpus, since in their
study, they built the corpus from simple English Wikipedia where the discussion is
considered to use more simple English words in the discourse. Second, in contrast to
the discourse complexity, out samples are too less due to limitation of resources. We
believe that the accuracy can be greatly improved by applying a large training
datasets, which is promisingly solvable by crowd sourcing in future. Third, we
realized the agreement of annotation is low in some of the talk types, like content
suggestion or content criticism, but high in Wikipedia norm related conflict, this
implies the gap in subjective perceptions even after knowing the general meaning of
conflict, this reminds us that a more refined and well structured definition about
conflict is required to enable a better research on this topic.
Table 3: Classification Results

5 Conclusion
This study aims to test a tool to automate the process of content analysis in big dataset.
It first develops a schema to capture the three typical types of conflicts in Wikipedia.
Following the schema, it builds an annotated corpus with 80 talk pages, which
includes 1580 talk turns. It shows an attempt to facilitate research of social science by
applying modern techniques from natural language processing and machine learning.
The takeaway of this study is that the complexity of content analysis prohibits the
automatic pattern detection, which confines research to benefit from data on a large
scale. This issue is increasingly prominent when big data era is approaching. As the
data analysis techniques and artificial intelligence is developing at a very fast pace, to
benefit from state-in-art techniques for research, more cooperation between social
scientist and computer scientist is demanded.
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WHOSE RETENTION AND ACTIVITY MATTER IN WIKIPEDIA’s KNOWLEDGE
CREATION AND MAINTENANCE?
Abstract
There is an ongoing debate on whether the work in Wikipedia is primarily the result of the efforts of a
large number of occasional editors (the “crowd”), or whether it is driven by a relatively small group of
central editors. Instead of investigating who actually does the work in Wikipedia, we investigate who
should ideally do the work, for optimal outcomes. We analysed 3,935 articles that attained the highest
Wikipedia quality distinction (featured article or FA) at some point from the beginning of Wikipedia
until 2 January 2014, and the editing activities of more than 750,000 unique editors involved in those
articles. We offer a holistic understanding of how the editor populations’ composition (in terms of
central vs. supporting editors), retention, and editing patterns affect article success. We defined central
and supporting editors of each article endogenously based on their pattern of editing actions.
Recognizing that the lifecycle of content moves through several stages with distinct collaboration
requirements, we performed the analyses in both the knowledge creation stage (before articles were
promoted to FA status) and the knowledge maintenance stage (after articles were promoted to FA
status). We discovered that in the knowledge creation stage, it is desirable to have a larger proportion
of central editors, high turnover rates of both central and supporting editors, more equal distribution of
edits among the central editors, and less equal distribution of edits among supporting editors. In
contrast, in the knowledge maintenance stage, it is beneficial to have low turnover rates of both
central and supporting editors, and less equal distribution of edits among supporting editors. The
proportion of central editors and their equality of edits distribution were not significant on reducing
the rate of article demotion from the FA status. Our findings not only inform Wikipedia researchers,
but also contribute to the literature on core-periphery structure in online communities, peer-production
communities, and collective intelligence.
Keywords: Wikipedia, knowledge creation, knowledge maintenance, central editors, supporting
editors, editors’ composition, retention, edits distribution
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INTRODUCTION
Wikipedia is a prominent instance of a peer-production community that aggregates the
contributions of individuals who pool their resources and capabilities to create knowledge
across Wikipedia articles. In this paper, our goal is to understand how some key aspects of
the membership and interaction patterns of Wikipedia editing groups correlate with their
ability to produce quality outputs.
For years, there has been a debate on whether the work in Wikipedia is primarily the
result of a large number of individuals each making a small number of edits, a.k.a. the
wisdom of the crowd, or whether it is driven by a few individuals who create most of the
knowledge, a.k.a. the central editors. In 2006, Jimmy Wales, the founder of Wikipedia,
pointed out that he expected to find something like an 80-20 rule: “80% of the work is being
done by 20% of the users ... But it’s actually much, much tighter than that: it turns out over
50% of all the edits are done by just [0].7% of the users … And in fact the most active 2% …
have done 73.4% of all the edits. The remaining 25% of edits [were from] people who [are]
contributing … a minor change of a fact or a minor spelling fix … or something like that”
(Jimmy Wales’ talk cited in Schwartz 2006). Curious and sceptical with Wales’ talk, Aaron
Schwartz counted the number of letters each user contributed to the edits of several
Wikipedia articles (as opposed to counting the number of edits each user made like Jimmy
Wales did) and wrote the result in his blog on 4 September 2006 that less-active users are
actually creating much of the text in the articles (Schwartz 2006). Hence, in Schwartz’
perspective, it would be a mistake to dismiss the idea of the wisdom of crowd as a myth.
To empirically provide an answer to the question of who does the work in Wikipedia, Kittur
et al. (2007a) examined the distribution of work in Wikipedia over time using a history dump
of English Wikipedia that was generated on 2 July 2006. They found that, from 2004
onwards, there was a dramatic decline in the proportion of edits made by the elites, which
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were defined by status (Wikipedia administrators) or by participation level (high-edit editors),
and a rise in the number of edits made by the common editors, who were either non-admins
or low-frequency editors. They also asserted that these results were consistent whether the
data were analysed by edit count or by the actual change in content. Most importantly, they
demonstrated that the decline in the proportion of edits made by the elites was not due to a
decrease in their activity or to shifts in group editing patterns, but instead was driven by a
marked growth in the population of low-edit editors, which was termed as the rise of the
bourgeoisie. While this empirical study provided an answer to the debate on who does the
work in Wikipedia, it is still unclear who should do the work in Wikipedia for optimal quality
outcomes.
The answer to this important question lies beyond counting the number of central or
elite editors (admins/high-edit), and the number of supporting editors (non-admins/low-edit
editors). The idiosyncrasies of Wikipedia demand us to delve deeper. Due to the highly
permeable boundary of editorial membership, the editors of a particular Wikipedia article
rarely remain the same individuals over time (Ransbotham and Kane 2011). Hence the
question of membership retention is as important as membership composition. Membership
retention was found to exhibit a curvilinear effect on collaboration success; “with too much
turnover, prior knowledge generated by the community may be lost ... if too little turnover
happens though, the knowledge created by the community can become stale and rigid”
(Ransbotham and Kane 2011, p. 616). However, it is unclear in this study whether
membership turnover is beneficial for both the central and supporting editor roles.
Due to the democratization of contributions (Majchrzak 2009), anyone can edit the article at
any point of time. How the editing work is distributed among editors is another important
aspect besides who should do the work for effective collaboration. A previous study found
that “having more editors work on an article was associated with increases in article quality
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only if the editors used implicit coordination, so that most of the work was done by a small
subset of them” (Kittur and Kraut 2008, p. 44). The interpretation of unequal distribution of
edits as a proxy of implicit coordination is however challenged by a recent study. Robert Jr.
and Romero’s (2015) argue that the distribution of edits is a proxy for editors’ diversity. With
only few editors producing significantly more edits, the total number of editors can safely
increase without the drawback associated with inability to coordinate work (Robert Jr. and
Romero 2015). Regardless of the rationale, it is unclear in these studies whether the
concentration of edits on a small subset of editors is desirable among both the central and
supporting editors.
Our study aims to address these research gaps. Besides examining how editor
composition and retention patterns correlate with article quality outcomes, we examine how
their editing distribution should be for an effective collaboration. Figure 1 depicts our
research questions. Our contribution lies in the fact that, to the best of our knowledge, we are
the first ones who study these three questions separately for: (a) central vs. supporting editors
and (b) knowledge creation vs. knowledge maintenance stage.
- Insert Figure 1 here Following Ransbotham and Kane (2011), we measured effective knowledge creation by the
rate of article promotion to the highest possible Wikipedia distinction of featured article (FA)
status, and effective knowledge maintenance by the rate of the article not being demoted from
FA status once promoted. We analyzed 3,935 Wikipedia articles that attained the distinction
of FA status at some point from the beginning of Wikipedia until 2 January 2014. More than
750,000 unique editors were involved in these articles. Since the edits are never homogenous,
e.g. in a single edit, an editor can insert a number of sentences or simply change a single
word (Liu and Ram 2011), we classified the editors of each article endogenously, based on
their pattern of editing actions within the article. This means that the same editors may have
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different editing patterns in different articles. We defined the central editors of an article as
the article contributors who engaged in a breadth of editing actions including
sentence/link/reference creation, modification, and deletion; and the supporting editors as the
contributors who mainly focused on specific editing actions, such as sentence creation. Using
survival analysis, the composition, retention, and editing distribution of the articles’ editors
were correlated with the articles’ promotion rate (knowledge creation stage) and the demotion
rate once promoted (knowledge maintenance stage).
In the rest of the paper, we introduce our theoretical framework and key hypotheses,
outline our empirical methodology, present our results, and discuss their key implications.

MEMBERSHIP COMPOSITION AND ARTICLE QUALITY CHANGE
While it is common knowledge that only a few editors account for the vast majority of
contributions in the process of knowledge creation in Wikipedia (Kittur et al. 2007a;
Priedhorsky et al., 2007), it is not clear whether these highly active volunteers indeed act as
catalysts in the creation of high quality knowledge. Arazy et al. (2011) classified the editors
as administrative- (generally more active editors who participate across various topics) and
content-oriented editors (generally less active editors who participate on just a few topics),
and measured their composition in 96 randomly selected articles on the articles’ information
accuracy, completeness, objectivity, and representation. They found that there is a need for a
balanced number of administrative- and content-oriented editors in an article. While, on one
hand, this finding implies that highly active volunteers indeed act as catalysts in the creation
of high quality knowledge in Wikipedia; on the other hand, we may need more than just a
handful of highly active volunteers to create high quality articles. Furthermore, Arazy et al.’s
(2011) study assumes homogenous edits by all editors. If the highly active editors only
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changed a single word in every edit, would their edits still have a significant positive effect
on the article quality?
Recognizing that editor contribution patterns are heterogeneous, Liu and Ram (2011)
categorized the article’s editors based on their editing actions on the article. They examined
the editors’ editing actions in 1600 stratified sampled articles that vary in their topic areas.
Excluding the actions that were reverted or deleted within the next five edits, and excluding
the casual contributors who had less than 4 actions for a given article, they found 6 unique
editorial roles: 1) watchdogs who focused on reverts, 2) starters who focused on sentence
creations, 3) content justifiers who focused on sentence creations, link creations, and
reference creations, 4) copy editor who focused on sentence modifications, 5) cleaners who
focused on sentence deletions, reference deletions, and link deletions, and 6) all-round
contributors who engaged in all types of actions without specific focus. They found that more
than 84% articles that were dominated by all-round contributors had good-article (GA) or
featured article (FA) status, indicating relatively high quality articles. On the other hand,
more than 83% of articles where starters dominated sentence creations and more than 73%
articles that were dominated by casual contributors had B-class or C-class status, indicating
relatively low quality articles.1 One of the main reasons for this finding is because starters
and casual contributors tend to create sentences without citing the sources. The relevant
implication of this study on our study is that the edits in most of the FA articles are mostly
done by the all-round contributors; hence, positioning them as the editors holding a more
central role in the FA articles.
Adopting Liu and Ram’s (2011) way of classifying the editors, we examine the effect
of an article’s editorial team composition (central vs. supporting) on changes in the article
quality during a given time period. There could be two changes in the quality of articles that
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
1

The Wikipedia community has formal guidelines and mechanisms for evaluating quality ratings of its articles. The ratings
vary from a very low quality to the highest quality and are termed (in increasing order): ‘Stub’, ‘Start’, ‘C-class’, ‘B-class’,
‘Good articles’, ‘A-class’, and ‘Featured articles’.
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attained the distinction of FA status during a given period of time, i.e., the article promotion
to FA status, and the article demotion from FA status once promoted. Promotion to FA status
indicates effective knowledge creation, whereas demotion from FA status indicates
ineffective knowledge maintenance. In view of Liu and Ram’s (2011) finding, we expect that
articles that are promoted to FA status will have a greater proportion of all-round
contributors, which we define as editors holding central role.
During the knowledge maintenance stage, however, the article is already developed and
only needs specific edits whenever necessary. For example, a link inserted in the article may
become inaccessible after some time, and must be removed from the article. In this case, the
article may no longer need many all-round (central) contributors; some focused (supporting)
contributors should be sufficient to maintain the article. In this situation, the proportion of allround contributors may no longer matter. Accordingly, we hypothesize:
H1a: The proportion of central editors increases the rate of an article’s promotion to FA
status
H1b: The proportion of central editors does not have a significant impact on the rate of an
article’s demotion, following promotion to FA status

MEMBERSHIP RETENTION AND ARTICLE QUALITY CHANGE
Due to the highly permeable boundary of editorial membership, the editors of a particular
Wikipedia article rarely remain the same individuals over time (Ransbotham and Kane 2011).
Moderate levels of membership turnover have been found to be beneficial during both the
article creation and maintenance stages (Ransbotham and Kane 2011). Retaining some of the
current contributors is necessary to retain the knowledge generated by the community,
whereas having some newcomers is desirable to introduce new knowledge to the community
(Ransbotham and Kane 2011). Too much turnover may lead to too much knowledge loss,
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whereas too little turnover may result in stale and rigid knowledge (Ransbotham and Kane
2011).
Prior literature does not differentiate between central and supporting editors. We argue
that when an article is in the knowledge creation stage, it will benefit more from having a
rapid flow of new knowledge, which in turn necessitates editor turnover at both the central
and supporting roles. In contrast, when an article is already promoted to the highest quality
level, it will benefit more from the act of preserving the current knowledge; this does not
necessitate editors’ turnover at both the central and supporting roles. Editors’ turnover is
desirable in knowledge creation stage to avoid self-typecasting, i.e., a situation where the
current editors’ know-how limits consideration of ideas to the familiar (Skilton and Dooley
2010). While self-typecasting is not good during article creation, when the article is already
promoted to the highest quality level, the current collective cognition in the article should be
sufficient to maintain the article and prevent it from being demoted to a lower quality level.
Moreover, we argue that high editors’ turnover at both the central and supporting roles during
the featured article maintenance stage may unnecessarily alter the current collective
cognition, which in turn can lead to the article degenerating and eventually being demoted to
a lower quality level. Hence, we hypothesize:
H2a: Higher turnover rate of the central editors increases the rate of an article’s promotion
to FA status
H2b: Higher turnover rate of the supporting editors increases the rate of an article’s
promotion to FA status
H2c: Lower turnover rate of the central editors decreases the rate of an article’s demotion,
following promotion to FA status
H2d: Lower turnover rate of the supporting editors decreases the rate of an article’s
demotion, following promotion to FA status
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DISTRIBUTION OF EDITS AND ARTICLE QUALITY CHANGE
The democratization of contributions in Wikipedia (Majchrzak 2009) means that anyone can
edit the article at any point of time. Kittur and Kraut (2008) examined how the number of
editors of an article and the differing coordination techniques they use result in changes in the
article quality during a given time period. They found that the number of editors working on
an article is positively related with increases in article quality. However, when editing
concentration is added into the model, the number of editors no longer predicts increases in
article quality, while editing concentration does. They found that increasing the number of
editors improves the article quality when the work is highly concentrated (hence, unequal
distribution of edits), but is detrimental when the work is more evenly distributed. Unequal
distribution of edits is argued as an indicator of implicit coordination (Kittur and Kraut 2008).
A more recent study by Robert Jr. and Romero (2015) similarly finds that the number
of editors is positively related to article quality when there is highly unequal distribution of
edits among the article’s editors. Their reasoning however is different. They argued that
distribution of edits is a proxy for editors’ diversity. An article where a few editors produce
significantly more edits than the rest has high workload diversity. With only few editors
producing significantly more edits, the total number of editors can safely increase without the
drawback associated with the inability to coordinate work (Robert Jr. and Romero 2015). On
the other hand, an article where all editors contribute roughly the same amount of edits has
low workload diversity. With all editors contributing roughly the same amount of edits, the
increase in the total number of editors is associated with the drawback from the inability to
coordinate work, which is also known as an ‘edit war’ (Robert Jr. and Romero 2015).
In contrast to the above results, Woolley et al. (2010) examined 699 people, working in small
groups of two to five on a variety of tasks, such as solving puzzles, brainstorming, making
collective moral judgments, and negotiating over limited resources. They found that
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collective intelligence is a significant predictor of group performance whereas average group
members' intelligence and maximum member intelligence are not. Moreover, they found that
the collective intelligence factor is related to the equality in distribution of conversational
turn taking. “In other words, groups where a few people dominated the conversation were
less collectively intelligent than those with a more equal distribution of conversational turntaking” (Woolley et al. 2010, p. 688). Hence, during Wikipedia article’s production, equal
distribution of edits could be beneficial for tighter collaboration towards more collectively
intelligent production teams.
Previous Wikipedia studies (Kittur and Kraut 2008, Robert Jr. and Romero 2015)
assessed the distribution of edits among all editors, central and supporting editors. It is
unclear in these studies whether the concentration of edits on a small subset of editors is
desirable among both the central and supporting editors. We argue that in the knowledge
creation stage, the central editors who engaged in a breadth of editing actions including
sentence/link/reference creation, modification, and deletion emulate small group production;
whereas the supporting editors who engaged in specific editing actions whenever necessary
follow the crowd production pattern. Accordingly, a more equal distribution of edits among
the central editors is beneficial towards a more collectively intelligent central production
team; whereas a less equal distribution of edits among the supporting editors is beneficial for
implicitly coordinating their specific editing actions. In the knowledge maintenance stage of
an already high quality article, as it is important to preserve the knowledge and perform some
updating when necessary, both the central and supporting editors may sporadically edit the
article according to the article needs leading to relatively high workload diversity or low edit
equality. We therefore hypothesize:
H3a: The more equal the distribution of edits among the central editors, the higher the rate
of an article’s promotion to FA status
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H3b: The less equal the distribution of edits among the supporting editors, the higher the rate
of an article’s promotion to FA status
H3c: The less equal the distribution of edits among the central editors, the lower the rate of
an article’s demotion, following promotion to FA status
H3d: The less equal the distribution of edits among the supporting editors, the lower the rate
of an article’s demotion, following promotion to FA status

METHODOLOGY
To test the above hypotheses, we conducted a longitudinal analysis. For each quality
assessment of an article, we consider the period between the previous and the current change
in quality. Specific to our study, we distinguished the promotion and demotion periods, in
order to examine the knowledge creation and maintenance phases separately. As in
Ransbotham and Kane’s study (2011), our two dependent variables are promotion and
demotion from FA status.
Dependent Variables
Promotion Rate. As aforementioned, the Wikipedia community has formal guidelines and
mechanisms for evaluating quality ratings of its articles. The ratings vary from a very low
quality to the highest quality and are termed (in increasing order): ‘Stub’, ‘Start’, ‘C-class’,
‘B-class’, ‘Good articles’, ‘A-class’, and ‘Featured articles’ (FA). Any Wikipedia editor can
nominate an article to be promoted to FA status. The nominated article will go through a
review process where any editors who are not the contributors of the article can highlight the
strength and weakness of the article in the featured article review page. In the end, the
community director (the senior editor as entitled by Wikipedia community) will determine if
a consensus is attained. “Although [previous studies have] demonstrated that the featured
article evaluation processes are not perfect and may include defective articles, it has been
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confirmed that the quality of featured articles is significantly higher than that of others”
(Mesgari et al. 2015, p. 238). For our promotion rate dependent variable, we computed the
time difference (in days) between the immediately preceding (lower) quality status
assignment and the FA status assignment.
Demotion Rate. After an article has been promoted to FA status, it enters the knowledge
maintenance phase. In this phase, any Wikipedia editor can nominate the article for demotion
when it no longer meets the FA standard (for example, if it contains dated or irrelevant
information). The demotion process is similar to the promotion process. The likelihood of
demotion is a “real and constant threat for featured articles, not a random or occasional
process” (Ransbotham and Kane 2011, pp. 617). For our demotion rate dependent variable,
we noted whether the article was demoted or not, as well as the time difference (in days) from
the FA status assignment to the lower quality status (demotion) assignment. If the article was
not demoted until 2 January 2014 (the timestamp of the Wikipedia dump that we collected),
we computed the time duration (in days) from the FA status assignment until 2 January 2014.
Data Pre-processing
The dataset includes full texts of Wikipedia articles and their complete edit history from the
beginning of Wikipedia. Our dataset contains 3,935 Wikipedia articles that attained the
distinction of FA status at some point from the beginning of Wikipedia until 2 January 2014.
More than 750,000 unique editors were involved in these articles. For each article, we
retrieved its quality rating history and all its revisions. The quality rating history is in the
form of quality status (assignment timestamp). For each revision, we examined the text
differences between current and previous revision, and saved only the newly inserted content
and the deleted content. The computation is based on the Myers’ diff algorithm, which is
generally considered the best general-purpose difference algorithm (Myers 1986). Besides the
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text changes, we collected each editor's ID and any comments this editor has posted on the
article’s ‘talk’ page that are related to the current revision.
The retrieved articles and their relevant information mentioned above build up our raw
dataset. From the raw dataset, we deleted all revisions created by bots. A bot is an automated
or semi-automated tool that carries out repetitive task to maintain the articles. Our study
focuses on the collaboration among human editors, so revisions done by bots should not be
taken into account.
Identifying Editor Roles
Each article has many revisions in its history, and each revision corresponds to a single editor
and his edit actions to this revision. In a revision, an editor can insert a number of sentences
or simply change a single word or delete some links (Liu and Ram 2011). For any article,
whoever has contributed at least one valid revision (non-vandalism) is considered the editor
of this article. One article can have a number of editors; these editors play different roles in
the development of the article according to their overall editing behaviour in this article.
Identifying the role of each editor gives us a key to understanding the pattern of collaboration
and the source of quality variance in the articles. Following Liu and Ram (2011), we used the
following process to classify the editors of each article based on their pattern of editing
actions within the article: First, we considered the overall editing actions of every single
editor in each article by computing the number of actions of each type of edits in the article.
The types of actions are sentence insertion, sentence modification, sentence deletion, link
insertion, link modification, link deletion, reference insertion, reference modification,
reference deletion, and revert. Then, we used K-mean algorithm to cluster the editors. Liu
and Ram (2011) mentioned that they exclude the editors who had less than 4 actions (who
they called casual editors) for a given article from clustering. In our case, we kept all the
editors, as we would like to examine the editor composition and retention. The optimal result
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that Liu and Ram (2011) derived in their study has 6 clusters: All-round editors (engaging in
various types of editing), watchdogs (focusing on reverts), starters (focusing on sentence
creation), content justifiers (focusing on sentence creations, link creations, and reference
creations), copy editors (focusing on sentence modifications) and cleaners (focusing on
removing sentences, references, and links). Keeping all the editors in the clustering, we got 7
clusters; the first five clusters are the same with Liu and Ram’s (2011) but the last cluster is
split into reference and link cleaners, and sentence cleaners. It is important to note here that
the same individual editor might belong to different clusters in different articles. We checked
the stability of the editors’ roles within an article by randomly selecting a time window. We
computed the Euclidean distance between the extracted editing patterns of the randomly
selected time window with the centroids derived from the seven clusters, and then assigned
the clusters with minimal distance to the editors. The probability of an editor belonging to the
same cluster as was assigned to him/her is 83%, which means the editors’ roles within an
article are reasonably stable.
As aforementioned, we defined the central editors of an article as the article
contributors who engaged in a breadth of editing actions including sentence/link/reference
creation, modification, and deletion (i.e., the all-round editors); and the supporting editors as
the contributors who mainly focused on specific editing actions (i.e., the remaining six types
of editors). Since the study focuses on the collaboration among the central editors and
supporting editors, we deleted all articles with only one central editor and/or one supporting
editors doing the revisions. Our final dataset consists of 2,781 promotion cases and 3,730
demotion cases.
Independent Variables
Proportion of central editors. Based on the identified roles for each editor, we computed the
proportion of central editors during the observed time period of quality change. If the article
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was not demoted until 2 January 2014 (the timestamp of the Wikipedia dump that we
collected), the observed time period is from the FA status assignment until 2 January 2014.
Turnover rate. Membership retention refers to groups members who are willing to stay with
the group and engage in the group’s activities over time (Dyaram and Kamalanabhan 2005).
We computed membership retention as the proportion of central editors and supporting
editors respectively who contributed to the article during the previous quality change period,
and stayed in the team during the current quality change period. If the article was not
demoted (i.e., there was no quality change), we computed the proportion of central and
supporting editors respectively who contributed to the article during the promotion time
period, and stayed in the team after the article was promoted. We then operationalized
turnover rate as an inverse value of membership retention:
𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟  𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =   1 − 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛.
Large value indicates high turnover rate. We computed turnover rates for central and
supporting editors separately.
Edits Equality. We operationalized edit equality using Gini coefficient (Gini 1912). Gini
coefficient is originally used to calculate income distribution of a nation’s residents, and is
one of the most commonly used measures of inequality. For each article, we counted the
number of times each central and supporting editor edited the article. The distribution of
these counts represents the distribution of turn-taking among the central and supporting
editors. We computed Gini coefficient of variation of turn-taking (GNTT) as (Litchfield 1999):
𝐺𝑁!! =   

!
!!!   

!
!!!   |  𝑇𝑇! −    𝑇𝑇!   |
2  𝑛!   µμ !!

where i = 1…n, j = 1…n, n = the number of central or supporting editors, TTi =the edit counts of i-th central or supporting
editor , TTj = the edit counts of j-th central or supporting editor, and µTT = the mean of the turn-taking scores

For example, if there are 16 edits of 4 central editors who each edited the article 4 times, then
GNTT =0 (that means there is an equality in the edits turn-taking of the central editors). The
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smaller the value of GNTT, the more equal the distribution of edits turn-taking. Since this
appears to be counterintuitive when interpreting equality of edits, we compute equality of
edits as follows:
𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =   

1
1 + 𝐺𝑁!!

Equality of edits takes a value between 0 and 1; large value indicates high degree of equality.
We computed edits equality of the central and supporting editors separately.
Control Variables
Besides controlling for the article length, article age, proportion of edits done by the
central editors, and total number of editors, we control for the following variables that may
influence article quality change:
Previous article quality (for promotion case). When analyzing the promotion dataset, we
controlled for the article’s previous quality status, which can either be a Stub, Start, C-class,
B-class, Good article, or A-class.
Article category. We control for an article’s thematic category, drawing our data from the
following web pages: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Featured_articles and
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Former_featured_articles.
Article popularity. We computed article popularity based on the page views data in
http://dumps.wikimedia.org/other/pagecounts-raw/ which is generated by the Analytics team
for Wikimedia Foundation since December 2007. There are a large amount of page view
statistic files in the link given above (one statistic file is generated per hour). From these files,
we extracted and aggregated the page views for each article in our dataset to derive its
popularity.
Number of norms conflict. Working norm conflict is the disagreement between editors on
the Wikipedia norms and standards, which may affect the article quality (Arazy et al. 2013).
As previously mentioned, in each Wikipedia article, there are the article page and the article’s
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talk page. The article’s talk page is a discussion forum of the article editors. We built one
corpus by extracting the talk pages of 80 randomly selected featured articles. Each post
constituted one coding unit. We recruited two coders, who were doing their graduate studies,
to code the posts. Examples of posts that were coded as norm conflict are:
“Wow, this article is a POV mess. Honestly how can anyone seriously call this a decisive
victory?” -- Albrecht 21:53 18 Dec 2004 (UTC).
“I wonder how this article could get the FA status if containing the macroscopic error of
wrong formatting of short story title instead of short story title (see WP:Manual of Style)” -Attilios (talk) 09:01 25 October 2008 (UTC).
The kappa score of their coding is 0.88. To automatically identify the norm conflict in the
talk pages, we aimed to establish a model. We trained the labelled corpus using various
machine-learning algorithms, such as logistic regression and multinomial naive bayes
(multinomialNB). Since multinomialNB (Kibriya et al. 2004) generated the best result, we
focused on this algorithm. MultinomialNB is one of the classic algorithms used in text
classification (where the data are typically represented as term vector counts). The
distribution is parameterized by vectors 𝛽! = (𝛽!! …  𝛽!" ) for each class y, where n is the
number of features and 𝛽!" is the probability 𝑃 𝑥!    𝑦) of feature 𝑖 appearing in a sample
belonging to class 𝑦. The parameters 𝛽! is estimated by a smoothed version of maximum
likelihood:
𝛽!" =   

𝑁!" + 𝛼
𝑁! + 𝛼𝑛

where N!" is the occurrences of feature i in a sample of class y in the training set, N! is the
total count of all features for class y, and α is smoothing prior
We built the feature space by cleaning the data (remove stop words) and extracting a
dictionary of all single term and bigrams in the training set. By bigrams, we mean every two
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consecutive words. We then performed feature selection using Chi square method (Liu et al.
1995) to derive a set of optimal features (term-based, such as “WP:NEUTRAL”). For the
training set, we measured the accuracy by 𝐹1  score:
𝐹! = 2  

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

where precision is the number of correct positive results divided by the number of all
positive results, and recall is the number of correct positive results divided by the number of
positive results that should have been returned.
The best 𝐹1 score is 1 and the worst is 0. The accuracy of the training set is 0.73. We
then represented any new posts with the optimized feature space and applied the trained
model to identify if it is norm conflict related or not.
Tables 1a and 1b present the descriptive statistics of the main and control variables in
the promotion and demotion data respectively.
- Insert Table 1a here - Insert Table 1b here –

RESULTS
All continuous variables have been standardized by subtracting their mean and dividing by
the standard deviation, which facilitated comparisons. Tables 2a and 2b show the correlation
tables of the continuous variables in the promotion and demotion data respectively.
- Insert Table 2a here - Insert Table 2b here Table 3 contains the results of our proportional hazard analysis. Models 1 and 2 test our
variables in relation to the rate of promotion. Model 1 includes only the control variables, and
Model 2 adds the main variables.
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- Insert Table 3 here We hypothesized that the proportion of central editors increases the rate of the article being
promoted to the FA status (H1a), but does not have a significant impact on the rate of the
article being demoted once promoted to the FA status (H1b). The findings shown in Models 2
and 4 support these hypotheses. We further hypothesized that higher turnover rate of the
central and supporting editors increases the rate of the article being promoted to the FA status
(H2a and H2b respectively), whereas higher turnover rate of the central and supporting
editors increases the rate of the article being demoted once promoted to the FA status (H2c
and H2d respectively). The findings shown in Models 2 and 4 also support these hypotheses.
Finally, we hypothesized that the more equal the distribution of edits among the central
editors, the higher the rate of the article being promoted to the FA status (H3a); in contrast,
the less equal the distribution of edits among the supporting editors, the higher the rate of the
article being promoted to the FA status (H3b). The findings shown in Model 2 support these
hypotheses. With respect to demotion rate, we hypothesized that the less equal the
distribution of edits among the central and supporting editors, the lower the rate of article
demotion once promoted to the FA status (H3c and H3d respectively). The findings shown in
Model 4 support H3d, but not H3c, i.e., there is no significant effect on the equal distribution
of edits among the central editors on demotion rate.
Findings of the control variables show that the previous article quality had a significant
effect on promotion rate (the promotion rate of C-class, B-class, Good article, and A-class
articles was higher than the promotion rate of Stub and Start articles). This is not surprising
as the lower quality articles would need longer time to be promoted to FA articles. We also
found that while longer and younger articles had higher promotion rate, after promoted to the
FA quality status, they had higher demotion rate compared to shorter and older articles. This
finding may imply that while it takes longer time to create a concise article, once the article is
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promoted to FA quality status, it is easier to maintain the article. Some of the article
categories increased article promotion rate (biology, literature and theatre, media, music,
physics and astronomy, and video gaming), while article categories had no effect on
demotion rate. Instead, we found that the popularity of the article decreased demotion rate.
Regarding the total number of editors, we found that a smaller number of editors was
desirable in both knowledge creation and maintenance phases. Finally, we found that working
norm conflict and the proportion of edits by the central editors had no significant effect on
both promotion and demotion rates. Detailed discussions of the main findings and additional
findings are presented in the next section.

DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS
In summary, we find that to increase an article’s promotion rate, there is a need for a large
proportion of central editors, high turnover rate of both central and supporting editors, and
equal (unequal) distribution of edits among the central (supporting) editors. Altogether, these
findings clearly point to the importance of central editors during article creation phase.2
Nevertheless, the central editors should not always be the same individuals to avoid selftypecasting, i.e., a situation where the current editors’ know-how limits consideration of ideas
to the familiar (Skilton and Dooley 2010). Our findings stand in contrast to the literature on
core-periphery structure in online communities, where it is commonly argued that the optimal
structure for innovation is a relatively small and cohesive core to lead the innovation process
(e.g., Crowston et al. 2006; Kuk 2006; Long and Siau 2007). To better understand why our
findings differ from those of prior work, we performed qualitative analysis of the knowledge
creation phase of three Wikipedia articles that were promoted from Good-article (high article

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

2
Note the significantly large coefficients of the proportion of central editors (coeff. = 2.895) and equality of edits of the
central editors (coeff. = 5.157).
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quality) to FA, and three Wikipedia articles that were promoted from B-class (low article
quality) to FA. The three articles that were promoted from Good-article to FA are:
•

‘Yao Ming’ that had a relatively large (83%) and high turnover rate of core editors (99%)

•

‘Anfield,’ that had a relatively small (36%) and high turnover rate of core editors (97%)

•

‘Mark Tonelli’ that had a relatively small (33%) and cohesive core (0% turnover rate)

The three articles that were promoted from B-class to FA are:
•

‘Tiananmen Square self-immolation incident’ that had a relatively large (81%) and high
turnover rate of core editors (82%)

•

‘Blackbeard’ that had a relatively small core (19%) with high turnover rate (96%)

•

‘History of Gibraltar’ that had a relatively small (35%) and cohesive core (0% turnover)

It is important to note here that we could not find any article that had a large and cohesive
core.
From our qualitative analysis of the above articles, we found two patterns. First, besides
benefiting from having a rapid flow of new knowledge, the renewal of core members is good
to prevent lack of motivation setting in. In article ‘Yao Ming’, almost all central editors left
the article after the article was promoted to Good-article. New central editors contributed to
the article until it was promoted to FA. The new central editors addressed the comments on
the article; they edited the article, rewording and replacing links and references. The editing
activities went on smoothly and rapidly. The article was promoted within 12 days. Similarly,
in article ‘Tiananmen Square self-immolation incident’, most central editors left the article
after it was promoted to B-class and new central editors came in. The new central editors
added more details to the article, making it more comprehensive. The editing activities went
on smoothly and rapidly. Although the article had low quality status (B-class), it was
promoted to FA within 61 days. In contrast, article ‘Mark Tonelli’ had a relatively low
turnover rate and very small core. The core editors were unfortunately absent from time to
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time, causing long delay in the article editing activities. It seems that the core editors had
discounted interest on the article. Although this article had Good-article status, it took 899
days until it was promoted to FA. Similar lack of engagement was observed in article
‘History of Gibraltar’ that had a small core with low turnover rate. The central editors,
(‘Gibmetal77’ and ‘Prioryman’) took a long break before returning for some major editing
activities. The article was promoted to FA status after 1021 days. Hence, besides allowing for
the flow of new knowledge, high turnover rate of the central editors seems necessary to
prevent lack of motivation setting in.
Second, a large proportion of core editors creates large bandwidth for knowledge
creation, which could speed up the process. In contrast to articles ‘Yao Ming’ and
‘Tiananmen Square self-immolation incident’ that had large proportion of core editors,
articles ‘Anfield’ and ‘Blackbeard’ had low proportion of core editors during the knowledge
creation phase. In article ‘Anfield’, there were a number of vandalisms during the knowledge
creation time. The few central editors were busy helping the watchdog supporting editors to
revert the article content whenever vandalism occurred while at the same time, making the
necessary improvements on the article content, links, and references. Article ‘Anfield’ was
promoted within 1203 days. Similarly, in article ‘Blackbeard’, although there was no
apparent vandalism, most of the few core editors were busy editing or reverting the
contributions made by the many supporting editors. Only two core editors were focusing on
improving the article content (‘Parrot of Doom’ and ‘Jackyd101’). Although there was no
significant criticism on the new content written by ‘Parrot of Doom’ who was a new core
editor, it took him around 4 months to address the comments from the reviewers since the
article was nominated for an FA status. The article was promoted to FA status after 1248
days. Hence, although high turnover rate brings in new knowledge into the article, having a
small proportion of the core editors may delay the knowledge creation process.
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Besides proportion and turnover rate of the central editors, another very important
factor in the knowledge creation process is the equal distribution of edits among the central
editors. Previously we highlighted two different perspectives on the turn taking among the
team members. On one hand, the Wikipedia crowd production literature argued for an
unequal distribution of turn taking (Kittur and Kraut 2008, Robert Jr. and Romero 2015). On
the other hand, the traditional small group production literature argued for an equal
distribution of turn taking (Woolley et al. 2010). Based on our finding, it seems that in the
knowledge creation stage, the central editors should follow the traditional small group
production pattern. To find out more, we qualitatively analysed 4 articles that were promoted
from a relatively high quality status (A-class) to FA, and 4 articles that were promoted from a
relatively low quality status (B-class) to FA. We made sure that the proportion and turnover
rate of the central editors in these articles are similar, which are all hovering around the
average values of the proportion and turnover rate of the central editors of our dataset. Hence,
the only difference is the degree of the equality of edits-distribution among the central
editors. 2 out of 4 articles that were promoted from A-class to FA, and similarly, 2 out of 4
articles that were promoted from B-class to FA had high equality of distribution of edits
among their central editors.
From our qualitative analysis, we found that inequality in the distribution of edits
among the central editors is related to insufficiency of adding new knowledge in the article.
That makes central editors less collectively intelligent, which in turn decreases the article
promotion rate. Articles “SMS Friedrich der Grosse (1911)” and “Frank McNamara (VC)”
had relatively high equality in the distribution of edits among their central editors (86% and
84% respectively). Both articles were promoted from A-class quality to FA. Every central
editor was making changes to the article, such as tweaking and fixing citations. Although
their edits were quite often being conducted on the same sections of the articles, there was no
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overlap. It seems that there was a ‘silent’ acknowledgement of each other’s edits. For
instance, in article “SMS Friedrich der Grosse (1911)”, two central editors co-worked on the
sections “Battle of Jutland” and “Fate.” Editor “lan rose” did some copyediting work in both
sections, while editor “Parsecboy” fixed capitalization and some minor wording. Article
“SMS Friedrich der Grosse (1911)” was promoted to FA status in 80 days, whereas article
“Frank McNamara (VC)” was promoted in 44 days. Similar cooperative behavior was
observed in two articles, “Draped Bust dollar” and “Norwich Market”, that had relatively
high equality in the distribution of edits among their core editors (90% and 80% respectively)
and were promoted from B-class to FA within a relatively short time. In contrast, the same
tight cooperation was not observed in articles “1st Provisional Marine Brigade”,
“Cleomenean War”, “DNA nanotechnology”, and “William D. Boyce” that had relatively
low equality in the distribution of edits among their core editors (58%, 56%, 54%, and 57%
respectively). In article “1st Provisional Marine Brigade”, 2 out of 8 central editors, “Ed!”
and “Dank”, shared 58% and 33% edits out of 156 edits made by the central editors. The two
dominant editors co-worked on some sections, like “Guam”, “Cuba”, and “Organizations”.
While there was tight cooperation between the two of them, the remaining central editors
were left out most of the time. In article “Cleomenean War”, among its 14 core editors, one
editor called “Kyriakos” was dominant. He contributed 75% edits out of 197 edits made by
the core editors in almost all sections of the article. We clearly see no tight cooperation
among the core editors in this article. A similar situation is seen in articles “DNA
nanotechnology” and “William D. Boyce” where there was one dominant core editor that
contributed 72% and 78% of edits made by 10 and 18 core editors respectively in almost all
sections of the articles. It was frustrating that the collective intelligence potential of the core
editors in these articles was not fully harnessed, which in turn resulted in low promotion
rates. Although the generalizability of any qualitative analysis is debatable, the evidence from
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these articles is consistent with Woolley et al. (2010)’s findings on small group performance
and suggests that central editor groups share many of the properties of such groups.
The reason why the Wikipedia crowd production literature argued for an unequal
distribution of edits (Kittur and Kraut 2008, Robert Jr. and Romero 2015) is the drawback
associated with inability to coordinate work when there is equal distribution of edits.
Although there was no evidence of edit-war in our qualitative analysis of the aforementioned
articles, the limitation of qualitative analysis prevented us from making such a strong claim.
To quantitatively check whether equality in distribution of edits among the central editors is
related to editing conflict, we computed the number of reverts during the knowledge creation
stage in all our sampled articles. A revert refers to an edit in which an editor changes the
article back to its previous version, casting out changes that have been made since. The
number of reverts that occurred in the development of an article can serve as a proxy of
conflicts on content editing between the editors (Kittur et al., 2007b). We identified revert
using a combined method: 1) we examined the editor’s comments on the revision, 2) we
compared the content of each revision with its previous revision. With this combined method,
we could exclude reverts due to vandalisms. Similar to Kittur et al. (2007b), we also excluded
self-revert. We found a marginal correlation between the number of reverts and the equality
in distribution of edits among the central editors (-0.228). Hence, it seems that equal
distribution of edits among the central editors has no relationship to content editing conflict.
Interestingly, the number of reverts also only marginally related to the equality in distribution
of edits among the supporting editors (0.183).
While central editors play an important role during knowledge creation phase, they are
not as important during knowledge maintenance phase. To decrease article demotion rate,
there is a need for low turnover rate of central and supporting editors, and unequal
distribution of edits among the supporting editors. As expected, the proportion of central
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editors does not matter during the article maintenance phase; unexpectedly, the distribution of
edits among the central editors also does not matter during the article maintenance phase.
These findings point to the less important role of the central editors during article
maintenance phase and the more important role of the supporting editors, especially those
supporting editors who were previously involved in the article creation phase (coeff. of
turnover rate of supporting editors = 6.468). To maintain an already high quality article, the
previously involved supporting editors are sufficient to preserve the main article content and
update some content when necessary.
Finally, among the findings of the control variables, the most interesting ones are the
contrasting findings of article length and article age. Shorter and older articles had lower
promotion rate (it took them longer time than average until they were promoted to the FA
quality status), but once promoted, they had lower demotion rate. The possible reason could
be that it takes time to co-produce concise articles; nevertheless once promoted to a high
quality status, it is relatively easy to maintain them.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO RESEARCH AND PRACTICE
Our research note makes several contributions to research and practice. First, this study goes
beyond the debate on who does the work in Wikipedia and provides answers to, what we
believe, is an even more important question of who should ideally do the work in Wikipedia
for optimal collaboration outcomes. The answer to this important question is not
straightforward. In the article creation phase, central editors play an important role (large
proportion of central editors with high equality of edits is desirable); but they should not be
the same people who contributed to the previous development of the article (high turnover
rate) to avoid self-typecasting. In the article maintenance phase, supporting editors play a
more important role than central editors; they should be the same people who previously
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contributed to the development of the article (low turnover rate) to preserve the main content
while performing the necessary updating activities (e.g., deleting broken links, inserting new
references, etc.).
Second, we contribute to the literature on core-periphery structure in online
communities, where it is commonly argued that the optimal structure for innovation is a
relatively small and cohesive core to lead the innovation process, and a relatively large and
high turnover periphery for continuity of fresh perspectives (e.g., Crowston et al. 2006; Kuk
2006; Long and Siau 2007). Our findings suggest a reconsideration of such proposition. The
optimal structure for innovation in creating a Wikipedia article is a relatively large group of
central editors with high turnover rate, paired with a relatively small group of supporting
editors that also have high turnover rate.
The findings in this study introduce interesting nuances to the prevalent long tail
phenomenon in online peer-production communities. We found that the knowledge creation
stage in Wikipedia articles necessitates a big head and a short tail, but we could not find a
prevalent optimal ‘shape’ in the knowledge maintenance stage. The reason why our findings
differ from the prevalent long tail perspective could be that, in this research note, we
analyzed who should do the work instead of who actually did the work, whereas the long tail
phenomenon concerns the latter. Future research should test the generalizability of the
findings of this study in other online peer-production communities.
Finally, our findings on the distribution of edits of an article’s editors add to the
literature on collective intelligence. We found that in Wikipedia, equal turn-taking of edits
was only beneficial among the central editors during the knowledge creation phase. Hence, in
knowledge creation phase, the group of central editors works in ways that are closer to
traditional small group production patterns instead of crowd production patterns. In contrast,
the group of supporting editors appears to follow crowd production patterns. Wikipedia is a
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unique online peer-production community where anybody can directly type in content into
the platform without prior conversation or discussion. Future studies should test the
generalizability of our findings in ‘gated’ online peer-production communities such as the
open source software community.
Despite its limitations, this research note is the first one that holistically examines three
research gaps in the current Wikipedia literature: how editor composition and retention
patterns correlate with article quality outcomes, and how their editing distribution should be
for an effective collaboration. We address these three research gaps separately for: (a) central
vs. supporting editors and (b) knowledge creation vs. knowledge maintenance stage. The
detailed explanations of our study enable future studies to replicate it in other online peerproduction communities. Furthermore, our findings inform the Wikipedia community on how
to achieve optimal knowledge creation and maintenance phases. Once we know what
constitutes an ‘optimal’ Wikipedia editor group, practitioners can use proactive methods to
attempt to bring the composition of a group closer to levels that have been shown to be
‘optimal.’ For example, if a group does not exhibit enough turnover during the knowledge
production phase, administrators can actively advertise it to attract new contributors. In
contrast, they should not do such advertising during the knowledge maintenance phase.
Moreover, if a group does not have enough central editors, administrators can selectively try
to recruit members who have exhibited central editor behaviour in similar articles. It will be
interesting to try these and other interventions that stem from our findings in future
experimental studies.
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FIGURE AND TABLES

RQ1: How does editor
type composition affect
quality outcomes?

RQ2: How does editor
retention affect quality
outcomes?

RQ3: How does edit
equality affect quality
outcomes?

Figure 1: Research Questions
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Table 1a. Descriptive Statistics – Promotion Data (N= 2,781)
Continuous variables
Proportion of central editors
Turnover rate of central editors
Turnover rate of supporting editors
Edits equality of central editors
Edits equality of supporting editors
Article length
Article age
Article popularity
Total number of editors
Number of norm conflicts
Proportion of edits done by central
editors
Categorical variables
Previous quality
Stub
Start
C-class
B-class
Good article
A-class
Article category
Art, architecture,
& archaeology (bios))
Biology (bios)
Business, economics, & finance
Chemistry & mineralogy
Computing
Culture and society
Education
Engineering & technology
Food & drink
Geography & places
Geology & geophysics
Health & medicine
Heraldry, honors, & vexilology
History (bios)
Language & linguistics
Law (bios)
Literature & theatre (bios)
Mathematics
Media (bios)
Meteorology
Music (bios)
Philosophy & psychology
Physics & astronomy (bios)
Politics & government (bios)
Religion, mysticism, & mythology (bios)
Royalty & nobility (bios)
Sport & recreation (bios)
Transport (bios)
Video gaming
Warfare (bios)

Min.

Max.
0.037
0
0
0.516
0
626
4
0
4
0
0.186

Mean
0.417
0.688
0.944
0.624
0.495
4,311.405
1,469.031
1,584.208
27.919
0.941
0.787

Std. Deviation
0.144
0.288
0.124
0.074
0.257
2,342.487
1,015.070
5,477.02
54.489
6.801
0.150

N
10
64
44
473
1,605
585

%
0.36%
2.30%
1.58%
17.01%
57.71%
21.04%

99
285
40
16
10
54
22
27
9
123
13
26
10
138
8
42
153
8
209
106
211
7
48
91
64
64
264
115
127
392

3.56%
10.25%
1.44%
0.57%
0.36%
1.94%
0.79%
0.97%
0.32%
4.42%
0.47%
0.93%
0.36%
4.96%
0.29%
1.51%
5.50%
0.29%
7.52%
3.81%
7.59%
0.25%
1.73%
3.27%
2.30%
2.30%
9.49%
4.14%
4.57%
14.10%
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0.842
1
1
1
1
15,435
4,511
122,383
970
294
1

Table 1b. Descriptive Statistics – Demotion Data (N= 3,730)
Continuous variables
Proportion of central editors
Turnover rate of central editors
Turnover rate of supporting editors
Edits equality of central editors
Edits equality of supporting editors
Article length
Article age
Article popularity
Total number of editors
Number of norm conflicts
Proportion of edits done by central
editors
Categorical variables
Article category
Art, architecture,
& archaeology (bios))
Biology (bios)
Business, economics, & finance
Chemistry & mineralogy
Computing
Culture and society
Education
Engineering & technology
Food & drink
Geography & places
Geology & geophysics
Health & medicine
Heraldry, honors, & vexilology
History (bios)
Language & linguistics
Law (bios)
Literature & theatre (bios)
Mathematics
Media (bios)
Meteorology
Music (bios)
Philosophy & psychology
Physics & astronomy (bios)
Politics & government (bios)
Religion, mysticism, & mythology (bios)
Royalty & nobility (bios)
Sport & recreation (bios)
Transport (bios)
Video gaming
Warfare (bios)

Min.

Max.
0.019
0
0
0.519
0
91
16
0
4
0
0.031

0.960
1
1
1
1
16,759
4,682
154,568
1,929
186
1

Std. Deviation
0.131
0.193
0.092
0.085
0.171
2,311.702
940.649
5,709.604
163.963
8.199
0.168

0.242
0.772
0.932
0.662
0.731
4,373.661
2,946.33
1,516.527
120.288
2.177
0.418

N

%

147
345
54
24
31
82
41
50
19
190
29
42
28
224
15
69
214
12
254
133
274
13
68
133
89
91
305
150
141
463

3.94%
9.25%
1.45%
0.64%
0.83%
2.20%
1.10%
1.34%
0.51%
5.09%
0.78%
1.13%
0.75%
6.01%
0.40%
1.85%
5.74%
0.32%
6.81%
3.57%
7.35%
0.35%
1.82%
3.57%
2.39%
2.44%
8.18%
4.02%
3.78%
12.41%
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Mean

Table 2a. Correlation - Promotion Data
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

1

1

2

0.106

1

3

0.016

-	
  0.212

1

4

-0.091

-	
  0.218

0.016

1

5

-0.313

0.068

0.008

-0.247

1

6

0.066

0.331

0.027

-0.337

0.139

1

7

-0.010

0.468

0.273

-0.171

0.104

0.327

1

8

0.025

0.254

0.099

-0.146

0.059

0.193

0.239

1

9

-0.185

0.196

-0.010

-0.253

0.278

0.270

0.201

0.080

1

10

0.027

0.063

-0.004

-0.437

0.068

0.152

0.038

0.036

0.178

1

11

0.274

-	
  0.123

0.166

-0.065

-0.104

0.026

0.030

-0.038

-0.319

0.034

1

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Table 2b. Correlation - Demotion Data
1

2

3

4

1

1

2

0.302

1

3

-0.081

0.117

1

4

0.106

-0.016

0.014

1

5

-0.277

-0.006

-0.023

-0.297

1

6

0.192

0.300

0.035

-0.243

0.076

1

7

0.020

0.260

0.134

-0.238

0.185

0.272

1

8

0.101

0.225

0.123

-0.045

-0.019

0.194

0.147

1

9

0.100

0.238

-0.033

-0.264

0.158

0.278

0.392

0.041

1

10

0.090

0.115

-0.004

-0.165

0.050

0.175

0.126

0.069

0.346

1

11

0.591

0.084

0.041

-0.390

-0.192

0.182

0.010

0.054

-0.039

0.111

1

Legend: Proportion of central editors (1), Turnover rate of central editors (2), Turnover rate of supporting editors (3), Edits
equality of central editors (4), Edits equality of supporting editors (5), Article length (6), Article age (7), Article popularity
(8), Total number of editors (9), Number of norm conflicts (10), Proportion of edits done by central editors (11)
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Table 3. Proportional Hazard Analysis of the Editors’ Composition, Retention, and Edits Equality

Proportion of central editors
Turnover rate of central editors
Turnover rate of supporting editors
Edits equality of central editors
Edits equality of supporting editors
Previous quality (baseline: Stub)
Start
C-class
B-class
Good article
A-class

Promotion Rate
Model 1
Model 2
2.895 (0.181)***
0.862 (0.103)***
0.615 (0.197)**
5.157 (0.303)***
-0.485 (0.102)***
0.327 (0.439)
1.598 (0.445)***
1.802 (0.421)***
1.500 (0.417)***
1.738 (0.424)***
0.000 (0.000)***
-0.000 (0.000)***
0.000 (0.000)**

Article length
Article age
Article popularity
Article category (baseline: Art,
architecture, & archaeology (bios))
Biology (bios)
0.419 (0.132)**
Business, economics, & finance
-0.341 (0.206)
Chemistry & mineralogy
0.493 (0.311)
Computing
0.911 (0.338)**
Culture and society
0.489 (0.195)
Education
0.176 (0.311)
Engineering & technology
0.405 (0.268)
Food & drink
0.085 (0.397)
Geography & places
-0.028 (0.163)
Geology & geophysics
0.126 (0.337)
Health & medicine
0.340 (0.239)
Heraldry, honors, & vexilology
0.007 (0.426)
History (bios)
0.276 (0.152)
Language & linguistics
0.532 (0.593)
Law (bios)
0.153 (0.197)
Literature & theatre (bios)
0.376 (0.147)*
Mathematics
0.120 (0.426)
Media (bios)
0.414 (0.142)**
Meteorology
0.136 (0.164)
Music (bios) 0.499 (0.140)***
Philosophy & psychology
0.329 (0.424)
Physics & astronomy (bios)
0.672 (0.197)**
Politics & government (bios)
0.364 (0.172)
Religion, mysticism, & mythology (bios)
0.006 (0.179)
Royalty & nobility (bios)
0.342 (0.228)
Sport & recreation (bios)
0.159 (0.134)
Transport (bios)
0.199 (0.153)
Video gaming 0.691 (0.158)***
Warfare (bios)
0.293 (0.140)
Total number of editors
-0.011 (0.001)***
Number of norm conflicts
0.000 (0.003)
Proportion of edits done by central
-0.117 (0.172)
editors
Observations3
2,150
Log likelihood
-14028.314
Chi-square
660.58
***: sig. at p = 0.000, **: sig. at p ≤ 0.001, *: sig. at p ≤ 0.010

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

Demotion Rate
Model 3
Model 4
1.518 (0.837)
3.361 (0.492)***
6.468 (1.002)***
-3.162 (1.245)
2.456 (0.545)***

0.389 (0.535)
1.500 (0.536)**
1.750 (0.515)**
1.356 (0.513)**
1.403 (0.518)**
0.000 (0.000)***
-0.000 (0.000)***
0.000 (0.000)

0.000 (0.000)***
-0.000 (0.000)***
-0.000 (0.000)

0.000 (0.000)***
-0.002 (0.000)***
-0.000 (0.000)**

0.506 (0.135)***
0.133 (0.214)
0.606 (0.312)
0.722 (0.340)
0.448 (0.196)
0.315 (0.324)
0.228 (0.277)
0.542 (0.399)
0.233 (0.165)
0.176 (0.355)
0.258 (0.240)
0.181 (0.426)
0.256 (0.157)
0.803 (0.592)
0.287 (0.202)
0.477 (0.149)**
0.645 (0.426)
0.565 (0.145)***
0.024 (0.167)
0.577 (0.143)***
0.250 (0.464)
0.641 (0.202)**
0.274 (0.174)
0.180 (0.182)
0.443 (0.233)
0.149 (0.135)
0.111 (0.156)
0.658 (0.162)***
0.238 (0.142)
-0.008 (0.001)***
-0.002 (0.003)
-0.349 (0.170)

-0.366 (0.410)
-0.423 (0.765)
1.245 (0.580)
1.584 (0.469)**
0.350 (0.431)
0.483 (0.582)
0.635 (0.411)
0.549 (0.655)
0.699 (0.379)
0.418 (0.535)
0.438 (0.580)
0.599 (1.048)
-0.017 (0.367)
2.189 (0.536)***
0.194 (0.460)
0.381 (0.375)
0.057 (1.049)
0.255 (0.370)
-0.461 (0.536)
0.592 (0.373)
0.974 (1.055)
-0.619 (1.043)
0.410 (0.424)
0.093 (0.581)
0.031 (1.047)
-0.859 (0.459)
0.028 (0.418)
0.066 (0.496)
-0.331 (0.348)
0.004 (0.000)***
-0.012 (0.011)
-0.516 (0.407)

-0.140 (0.417)
-0.667 (0.766)
1.159 (0.585)
0.978 (0.479)
0.183 (0.431)
0.706 (0.585)
0.525 (0.421)
0.719 (0.662)
0.921 (0.382)
0.247 (0.540)
0.086 (0.584)
0.661 (1.048)
-0.109 (0.367)
1.404 (0.557)
0.028 (0.463)
0.062 (0.380)
0.729 (1.049)
-0.036 (0.373)
-0.308 (0.536)
0.379 (0.376)
0.748 (1.054)
-0.549 (1.044)
0.155 (0.438)
0.137 (0.583)
0.329 (1.051)
-0.750 (0.460)
0.223 (0.422)
-0.114 (0.499)
-0.298 (0.350)
0.003 (0.000)***
-0.009 (0.011)
-1.910 (0.748)

2,117
-13463.822
1283.51

3,513
-1693.907
729.91

3,510
-1606.519
887.94

3
N values of the proportional hazard analysis are smaller than the total number of observations because some variables have
missing data
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Appendix IV: Who are More Active and Influential on Twitter? An Investigation
of the Ukraine’s Conflict Episode
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Abstract
Twitter has been indicated to be an emerging form of news media with a wide
spectrum of participants involving in news dissemination. Owing to their open and
interactive nature, individuals, non-media, and non-commercial participants may play
a greater role in this regard; thus, it is deemed to disrupt conventional media
structures and introduce new ways of information flow. While this may be true in
certain aspects in news dissemination such as allowing a broader range of participants,
our analysis of the involvement and influence of the different participant types, based
on a large tweets dataset collected during the Ukraine’s conflict event (2013-2014),
portrays a different picture. Specifically, our results unveil that while non-commercial
participants were the most “involved” in generating tweets about the news event, the
retweets they attracted, a common measure of influence, were among the lowest. In
contrast, mass media and sources related to journalists, professional associations and
commercial organizations garnered the highest retweets. An exception found was
when the tweets focused on popular political figures (Obama, Putin) related to the
event, in which celebrities’ influence in terms of retweet count became salient.
Keywords: Twitter; Retweets; Mass media; Non-commercial participants; Celebrities
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1 Introduction
Social media technologies have been touted to bring about unprecedented changes to
how people produce and obtain information such as news. Owing to their open and
interactive nature, people are able to actively create and share information with each
other, rather than just being a passive information receiver. Indeed they are deemed to
be user-centric and facilitate communal activities, implying that users and their
interactions are at the core of these technologies (van Dijck 2013).
Being a typical form of social media technologies, Twitter has drawn substantial
attention from both researchers and practitioners in recent years (e.g., Cha et al. 2010;
Bakshy et al. 2011; Hermida 2010; Hermida et al. 2014; Kwak et al. 2010; Mocanu et
al. 2013). Twitter allows users to send short messages of less than 140 characters, or
“micro-blogs”, in an instantaneous manner to other users. It has described itself as “a
real-time information network that connects you to the latest information about what
you find interesting”. Indeed prior research notes that the technology enables users to
“obtain immediate access to information held by all or at least most, and in which
each person can instantly add to that knowledge” (Sunstein 2006). Noting this
characteristic, the extant research has argued that the technology (and social media
alike) may enable new relational structures that disrupt the existing authoritative
structures and established ways of information flow, one pertinent area affected being
news dissemination (Hermida et al. 2012; Boyd and Marwick 2011).
Twitter is used extensively by individuals to read and share news with each other. For
instance, it has emerged as a major platform to help report, organize and disseminate
news information during major events such as the US presidential elections in 2008
(Lenhart and Fox 2009) and the Euromaidan revolution in 2013 (Ronzhyn 2014).
Indeed Smith and Rainie (2010) found that news sharing on Twitter is very common,
with 55 per cent of users posting links to news stories. A study by An et al. (2011)
also found that news messages was forwarded 15.5 times on average, thereby
substantially increasing the reach of their audiences. Yet, at the same time, Twitter
fosters the dissemination of short fragments of information from a diversity of news
sources, both official and unofficial ones (Goodrum et al. 2010; Hermida 2010). This
is deemed to have challenged the conventional ways of news dissemination that are
mainly controlled by official, authoritative news sources (e.g., CNN, New York
Times), and undermined the gatekeeping function of journalists in determining the
what and when of disseminating news content (Hermida 2010). To what extent is this
true?
A number of prior studies have investigated how Twitter is used for news
dissemination (for a review, refer to Table 1). An early seminal study that notes such
a usage of Twitter was Kwak et al. (2010); they showed that Twitter serves mainly as
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a news medium rather than a social network given its characteristics such as a low
reciprocity among the participants. This was echoed by several other studies. For
instance, Goodrum et al. (2010) found that people prefer using social media such as
Twitter to obtain news information due to its currency. Hermida (2010) noted that
Twitter enables ambient journalism, defined as an awareness system that offers
citizens with diverse means to collect, communicate, share and display a variety of
news information. He and his co-authors (Hermida et al. 2012) further employed
survey to show that users valued social media as a news source because it exposed
and helped them to keep up with a wide range of news events.
Building on this notion, subsequent studies have attempted to examine how Twitter
relates to conventional news media. Hu et al. (2012) observed that Twitter broke the
news on Osama Bin Laden’s death before the mainstream media. Furthermore, they
noted the involvement of three groups of influential participants or opinion leaders,
i.e., mass media, individuals affiliated with media, and celebrities. Lotan et al. (2011)
considered a wider range of participant types including bloggers and activists, and
investigates how they participated in the disseminations of news during the Tunisian
and Egyptian Revolutions. They concluded that such news on Twitter is being
co-constructed by bloggers and activists alongside journalists. Focusing on news
related to the Arab Spring, Hermida et al. (2014) studied how a key information
broker during the event, Andy Carvin, selected sources of news to cite in his tweets.
They found that non-elite sources (e.g., bloggers, activists, non-media organizations)
had a greater representation than elite sources in the content that Andy Carvin cited.
However, Poell and Borra (2012) found that the use of social media including Twitter
appears less of a success from the perspective of providing a more balanced
participation and coverage of activist news reporting such as the G20 protests in
Toronto. Hudoshnyk (2015), focusing on the Ukraine’s Euromaidan news, also
cautioned that social media including Twitter might be given too much credence for
social uprisings such as the focal event. This calls for further attention on how news
disseminations occur on Twitter with the involvement of a variety of participants.
Author (year)
Kwak et al.
(2010)

Cha et al.
(2010)

	
  

	
  

News event of
focus
General (not
specific to a
news event)

General (not
specific to a
news event)

Method

Relevant key findings

Network
analysis

Content and
network analysis

3	
  

Found a non-power-law follower
distribution, a short effective diameter,
and low reciprocity in Twitter, which
deviate from known characteristics of
human social networks (therefore
suggesting that it is more a news
media)
Three key findings from the study:
First, popular users who have high
in-degree are not necessarily
influential
in terms of spawning retweets or
mentions of news information.

	
  

Goodrum et
al. (2010)

General (not
specific to a
news event)

Second, the most influential users can
hold significant influence over a variety
of topics. Third, influence is not gained
spontaneously or accidentally, but
through concerted effort such as
limiting tweets to a single topic.
Respondents used blogs, search
engines, and online newspapers as
means of accessing news information
online, while only half used broadcast
news sites.

Survey

The dominant genre that blogs users
read was entertainment blogs,
followed by personal blogs.

Hermida
(2010)

Lotan et al.
(2011)

Poell and
Borra (2011)

Hu et al.
(2012)

General (not
specific to a
news event)

Tunisian and
Egyptian
Revolutions

Toronto G20
Protests

Osama Bin
Laden’s death

Respondents valued currency more
than in-depth background information.
They also highly valued clarity,
originality, and aesthetics.
Twitter enables citizens to maintain a
mental model of news and events
around them; thus it can be
considered as an awareness system
that helps people construct and
maintain awareness of each other’s
activities, context or status, even when
they are not co-located.

Conceptual

Coding and
content analysis

Content analysis

Content analysis

Specifically, Twitter enables ambient
journalism - an awareness system that
offers diverse means to collect,
communicate, share and display news
information, serving diverse purposes
Twitter served both as a common
medium for professional journalism
and citizen journalism, and as a site of
global information flow.
News on Twitter is being
co-constructed by bloggers and
activists alongside journalists.
The use of activist social media
including Twitter appears less of a
success from the perspective of
alternative (non-mainstream)
journalism.
As with mainstream reporting, activist
social media accounts were
dominated by the violence that
accompanied the protests.
Twitter broke the news first, and
managed to convince a large number
of audience before mainstream media
reported the news.
Attention on Twitter was highly
concentrated on a small number of
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Hermida et al.
(2012)

General (not
specific to a
news event)

Survey of 1,600
Canadians

Hermida et al.
(2014)

Arab Spring

Hudoshny
(2015)

Ukraine’s
Euromaidan

Content analysis
of sources cited
by National
Public Radio
(NPR)'s Andy
Carvin (a social
media strategist)
on Twitter
during the Arab
Spring
Case study and
discourse
analysis

three groups of opinion leaders.
Specifically, individuals affiliated with
media played a large part in breaking
the news, mass media brought the
news to a wider audience, and
celebrities helped to spread the news
and stimulate conversation.
Social media including Twitter are
becoming a significant source of news
for Canadian users. They valued
social media because it exposed and
helped them to keep up with a wide
range of news events.
Non-elite sources (e.g., bloggers,
activists, non-media organizations)
had a greater representation in the
content cited by Andy Carvin than elite
sources. Alternative actors accounted
for nearly half of the messages.

Twitter is used mainly for providing
news in real time and informing the
international audience about the
conflict’s evolvement.

In general, social media might be
given too much credence for triggering
social uprisings. A systematic offline
campaign and a powerful network of
strong ties are important to implement
and sustain solid changes.
Table 1 Relevant Prior Literature (arranged in chronological order from older to more recent)

Compared to the extant research, our study differs and contributes in three ways. First,
in contrast to previous studies that employed a limited set of sampled data (e.g.,
Hermida et al. 2014; Lotan et al. 2011), our study employs more extensive data
comprising 95,986 tweets extracted during the Ukraine’s conflict in Kyiv from
November 21, 2013 until Crimean Tartars supporting the new Kiev administration
clashed with pro-Russia protesters in the region on February 26, 2014. The data was
extracted by crawling Twitter for tweets that contain the word “Ukraine” or “Russia”
every 15 minutes interval, covering most of the related tweets posted during the time
period. The tweets irrelevant to the Ukraine’s conflict, such as weather in Ukraine
tweets, were removed. Next, we comprehensively coded the categories of
participants (See Table 2 for a description), including mass media (further
differentiated into major news agencies, radio and TV stations, news aggregators,
other news agencies), journalists (further differentiated into those affiliated to media
and those independent journalists), bloggers (further differentiated into blogging
associations and independent bloggers), organizations (further differentiated into
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commercial and non-commercial), and celebrities. Third, while previous research
mainly relied on human coding to perform the categorizations, we employed a
combination of machine analysis and human coding to achieve the purpose in view of
the large dataset. Collectively, these measures allow us to more accurately and
comprehensively examine how the various participants were involved in the
Ukraine’s conflict tweeting activities, and which among them were more influential
than others in the relevant news dissemination.
Type
Mass media
Major news agencies
Radio and TV
stations
Other news agencies
News aggregators
Journalists
Affiliated
Independent

Bloggers
Blogging
associations
Independent
bloggers

Organizations
Commercial

Non-commercial
Celebrities
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Description

Examples

Mainstream news producers that are
directly linked to corporate
conglomerates
Mainstream news producers that are
linked to radio and TV stations
Various
non
mainstream
news
producers, such as non-commercial or
regional news agencies
Aggregate news from other news
producers, but do not produce news
themselves

@CNN, @BBCNews

Individual journalists who are affiliated
to a news agency
Individual journalists who produce
first-hand news materials, e.g.,
interviews, photos, etc., but are not
affiliated to a news agency

@patrickjackson
(affiliated to BBC)
@AHernandezDj
(journalist and DJ)

Blogging platforms that host blogs on
news from different sources
Independent bloggers who are not
affiliated to any news media and do not
produce news by themselves; they
highlight or forward news information
from other sources

@mashable

Commercial organizations

@JECComposites (an
organization dedicated to
promote composite
materials internationally)
@100prayingwomen
@KirkWhalum
(Grammy-winning jazz
saxophonist / recording
artist)

Non-profit, grassroots organizations
Individuals who are famous for reasons
unrelated to politics or activism.

@PressTV (a TV
broadcaster)
@ria_novosti,
@IndyWorld
@MSN

@ArminaLaManna
(self-described as
storyteller, director, and
writer)

Table 2 Descriptions of the Participant Categories

Our analyses show that across the different types of participants, non-commercial
participants (e.g., religious networks, charities, volunteers) were the most ‘involved’
in that they generated the highest number of tweets related to the event. Yet, the
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retweets1 they attracted, which is a commonly used measure of influence (Cha et al.
2010), was among the lowest. In contrast, mass media and sources related to
journalists and commercial organizations, while generated lesser tweets, garnered the
highest retweets. We further found an exception to this pattern - when the tweets
focused on popular political figures (Obama, Putin) related to the event, celebrities’
influence in terms of retweet count became salient.
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2 Data and Method

As a whole, our findings suggest that the role of traditional mass media (and their
related journalists) remain dominant on Twitter. This is despite the fact that Twitter as
a social media now enables a full spectrum of communications from personal and
private to ‘mass-personal’ (e.g., celebrities) to traditional mass media (Walther et al.
2010). Also its open, interactive, and instantaneous nature leads to the view that the
traditional mass media system may be ‘in flux’ (Hermida 2010). It seems that people
actually self-select news information from mass media to share with others (i.e.,
retweeting), causing the dominance of mass media to persist on Twitter in spite of its
nature. Our findings also agree with previous research that news dissemination on
Twitter was led by ‘elite voices’ through the practice of retweeting (Poell and Borra
2012), while offering two additional insights.
First, we highlight the stark differences in the levels of involvement and influence
among the various participants on Twitter. While non-media, non-commercial
participants are indeed the most active on Twitter in generating tweets about the event;
it was the traditional mass media, journalists, and commercial organizations that was
the most influential on this social media platform. Second, by considering not only
event-related tweets but also people-related tweets (popular political figures), we
show the content-dependent influence of the different participants. In particular, the
influence of celebrities became salient when the tweets are related to popular political
figures during the focal event (Obama, Putin). Collectively these offer a more
fine-grained and accurate understanding of the involvement and influence of the
various participants on Twitter in news dissemination during conflicts such as the
Ukraine episode.

We embarked on a series of efforts to categorize the different types of participants on
Twitter, first via machine analysis and then through human coding. We extracted
tweets posted during the Ukraine’s conflict in Kyiv from November 21, 2013 until
Crimean Tartars supporting the new Kiev administration clashed with pro-Russia
protesters in the region on February 26, 2014. Table 3 below depicts the key events
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
	
  
1

Retweet refers to the reposting of a tweet content while referencing either the source of the content or the last
person who shared it (Boyd et al. 2010).
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that occurred during the whole episode.
Key event

Date

Protests gathered pace, as 100,000 people attended a demonstration

Late

November

in Kiev.

2013

Protesters occupied Kiev city hall and Independence Square in

Early

dramatic style. Some 800,000 people rallied in Kiev.

2013

Vladimir Putin threw President Yanukovych an economic lifeline,

17 December

December

agreeing to buy $15bn of Ukrainian debt and reduce the price of
Russian gas supplies by about a third
Parliament passed restrictive anti-protest laws as clashes turn deadly.

16-23 January

Protesters began storming regional government offices in Western
Ukraine.
Prime Minister Mykola Azarov resigned and parliament annulled the

28-29 January

anti-protest law. Parliament passed amnesty bill but opposition
rejected conditions.
All 234 protesters arrested since December were released. Kiev city

14-16 February

hall, occupied since 1 December, was abandoned by demonstrators,
along with other public buildings in regions.
Clashes erupted, with reasons unclear: 18 dead.

18 February

Kiev saw its worst day of violence for almost 70 years. At least 88

20 February

people were killed in 48 hours. Video showed uniformed snipers firing
at protesters holding makeshift shields.
President Yanukovych signed compromise deal with opposition

21 February

leaders.
22 February

• President Yanukovych disappeared
• Protesters took control of presidential administration buildings
• Parliament voted to remove president from power with elections set
for 25 May
• Mr Yanukovych appeared on TV to denounce ‘coup’
• His arch-rival Yulia Tymoshenko was freed from jail
Ukraine's parliament assigned presidential powers to its new speaker,

23 February

Oleksandr Turchinov, an ally of Tymoshenko. Pro-Russian protesters
rallied in Crimea against the new Kiev administration
Ukraine's interim government drew up a warrant for Yanukovich's

24 February

arrest.
Pro-Russian Aleksey Chaly was appointed Sevastopol’s de facto

25 February

mayor as rallies in Crimea continue.
Crimean Tartars supporting the new Kiev administration clashed with
pro-Russia protesters in the region.
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Table 3 Key Events during the Ukraine Conflict
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We obtained 95,986 tweets in total that contain the word “Ukraine” or “Russia”
(excluding tweets that are unrelated to the conflict in Ukraine, such as weather tweets).
In analyzing the data, we considered two types of tweets as previously discussed:
event-based and people-related tweets. For event-related tweets, we further extracted
the tweets based on the following two sets of keywords: 1) “protest” and “square”,
and 2) “Russia” and “troops”. These keywords were selected because they were
related to two key events that occurred during the conflict that attracted most attention,
and resulted in respectively 7,429 and 12,333 tweets extracted. For people-related
tweets, we further extracted the tweets based on the following two sets of keywords: 1)
“Obama”, and 2) “Putin”, as they are the key political figures who made decisions
that affected how the conflict evolved during the whole episode. This resulted in
respectively 27,973 and 48,251 tweets extracted. These tweets were subsequently
used as the inputs for our data analyses.
To implement the categorizations based on machine analysis, we first extracted a set
of Boolean features based on the “user_screen_name” and “user_description”. These
features were derived by observations in the dataset and the known list of some
specific media names (refer to Table 4). Based on the values of the features, we
employed heuristic rules to categorize the participants based on the values of the
features (see Table 5). We conducted the clustering for several rounds to increase
accuracy. We also manually coded the participants in the ‘Others’ category who were
not identified by the feature rules, but who owns a website or a webpage either as
non-commercial participants, commercial organizations, or celebrities.
Features
Magazine
Newspaper
Othermedia

	
  

	
  

If any &str in
“user_screen_name”à
(ind1= 0 or 1)

{'Mississauga','BBC','C
NN','NYTimes','nytimes
','LATimes','usatoday','
AJE','sfchronicle','wash
ingtonpost','AJAM','CB
S','ABC','Bloomberg','R
euter','DailyMirror'}

If any &str in
“user_description” ”à (ind2(3)= 0
or 1)
{"magazine"}
{"newspaper"}
{'@bbc',' cnn ', 'cnn.' 'cnn,',
'@cnn','@latimes','@ajam','aljaze
era', 'ny times', 'new york times','al
jazeera','breaking news',\
'huffington', 'washington post',
'wall street journal', 'york times',
'bloomberg','difficult stories',
'telegraph', 'usatoday', 'usa
today','daily mirror','reuter'} or
{'world news', 'news service',
'news network', 'news media',
'news agency', 'bringing latest
news', 'latest news', 'source news',
'local news', 'covering latest',
'covering news', 'providing latest',
'provide latest', 'daily news', 'daily
updates', 'leading source', 'leading
provider', 'announce
latest','announce news', 'stay
connected', 'stay tuned', 'stay
9	
  

ind2
ind1*ind2

	
  

Tv_radio

{'Mississauga','BBC','C
NN','NYTimes','nytimes
','LATimes','usatoday','
AJE','sfchronicle','wash
ingtonpost','AJAM','CB
S','ABC','Bloomberg','R
euter','DailyMirror'}

Media_people

Affiliated

Independent

Blog

	
  

	
  

{ "mashable",
"lifehack", "blog"}

updated', 'stay informed',
'international news', 'global news',
'news provide', 'news features',
'news analysis', 'news feats'}
{'world news', 'news service',
'news network', 'news media',
'news agency', 'bringing latest
news', 'latest news', 'source news',
'local news', 'covering latest',
'covering news', 'providing latest',
'provide latest', 'daily news', 'daily
updates', 'leading source', 'leading
provider', 'announce
latest','announce news', 'stay
connected', 'stay tuned', 'stay
updated', 'stay informed',
'international news', 'global news',
'news provide', 'news features',
'news analysis', 'news
feats'}àind2
{' tv ', 'radio', 'tv
program','podcast','television
program', 'tune in'}}àind3
{'writer','anchor', 'host','editor',
'producer','correspondent',\
'reporter','columnist','commentator
','journalist','newsroom','photograp
her',\
'presenter', 'curator', 'trustee',
'publisher', 'analyst', 'investigat',
'meteorologist',\
'media specialist', 'media expert',
'illustrator','staff','writing'}
{"contributing", "contribute
to","contributor","journalist
for","journalist @","journalist
at","journalist with","journalist
of","associate","affiliate","staff","ed
itor for", "affiliation","reporter
at","reporter @","correspondent
for","correspondent
at","correspondent
@","correspondent",
"based",'present','i cover',
'head of', "writing in", "writing at",
"write for","writing @", "writing
for",'presenter of','work at'} AND
NOT
{"not affiliate","freelance",
"unaffiliate", "non affiliate", "self
employed", "self-employed"}
{ "independence", "independent",
"autonomous", "autonom",
"uncontrolled", "freelance", "free
lance", "free-lance", "non profit", \
"nonprofit", "non-profit", "free"}
{"blog", "trend", "blogger", "social
media", "blogging", "enthusiast",
"website", "vlog"}
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(ind1*ind2
) or
(ind2*ind3
)

ind2

ind2

ind2

ind1 or
ind2

	
  

Fan_site

Official_Site
Organized_eff
ort

Former
Aggregate

1	
  

{"feed", "RSS", "Feed",
"FEED"}

{"fan", "fanpage", "lover",
"promoter", "fansite", "fan site",
"fan page", "fanclub", "fan club",
"fandom", "fanatic", "fanboy"}
{"official twitter account", "official
account"}
{"organization", "organisation",
"foundation", "platform",
"community", "fundrais",
"campaign", "association",
"venture", 'press release','.org'}
{"former", "ex-", "retired",
"departed", "prior", "latter"}
{"translat", "dispense", "repost",
"re-post", "rssfeed", "rss feed",
"rss-feed", "rss", "review news",
"review interviews", "sharing",
"retweeter",\
"retweet endorsement", "news
reader", "newsreader", "aggregat",
"related news", 'news site', 'news
website', 'news review', 'news
insight', 'news gossip', 'news
comment'}

ind2

ind2
ind2

ind2
ind1 or
ind2

Table 4 Features of the Participants
Class
1. Major News Agencies

2. Radio and TV Stations

3. Other News Agencies

4. News Aggregators

5. Journalists Affiliated to
News Agency
	
  

	
  

Rule (for each user i)
if (features['magazine'][i]==1 and
features['media_people'][i]==0 and \
features['tv_radio'][i]==0 and (features['blog'][i] == 0)
OR
if (features['magazine'][i]==1 and
features['media_people'][i]==0 and \
features['tv_radio'][i]==0 and (features['blog'][i] == 0))
OR
if (features['othermedia'][i]==1 and
features['media_people'][i]==0 and features['tv_radio'][i]==0
and (features['blog'][i] == 0)\
and if (features['independent'][i] == 0)and
features['organized_effort'][i] == 0\
and features['fan_site'][i] == 0 and features['former'][i] == 0)
if (features['media_people'][i]==0 and features['tv_radio'][i]==1
and (features['blog'][i] == 0) and (features['independent'][i] ==
0)and features['organized_effort'][i] == 0\
and features['fan_site'][i] == 0 and features['former'][i] == 0)
if ((features['magazine'][i] + \
features['newspaper'][i] + features['othermedia'][i] > 0) and
features['media_people'][i]==0 and features['tv_radio'][i]==0
and (features['blog'][i] == 0) and (features['independent'][i] ==
0)and features['organized_effort'][i] == 1\
and features['fan_site'][i] == 0 and features['former'][i] == 0)
if (features['aggregate'][i]==1 and
features['media_people'][i]==0 and features['tv_radio'][i]==0
and (features['blog'][i] == 0) and (features['independent'][i] ==
0)and features['organized_effort'][i] == 1\
and features['former'][i] == 0)
if (features['media_people'][i]==1 and (features['magazine'][i] +
\
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features['newspaper'][i] + features['othermedia'][i] > 0) and
(features['affiliated'][i] == 1)\
and (features['independent'][i] == 0))
6. Independent
if (features[‘media_people’][i]==1 and (features[‘magazine’][i] +
Journalists
\
features[‘newspaper’][i] + features[‘othermedia’][i] > 0) and
(features[‘affiliated’][i] == 0)\
and (features[‘independent’][i] == 1))
7. Blogging Associations
if ((features['blog'][i] == 1)\
and (features['independent'][i] == 0) and
features['organized_effort'][i] == 1\
and features['former'][i] == 0)
8. Independent Bloggers
if ((features['blog'][i] == 1)\
and (features['independent'][i] == 1))
9. Others
Else
Table 5. Heuristic Rules to Categorize the Participants based on the Values of the Features

3 Analysis Results
With all the eligible2 tweets coded, we analyzed the spread of involvement and
influence of the different participants. We present the analysis results first regarding
the levels of involvement followed by the levels of influence of the different
participants.
3.1 Analysis of levels of involvement.
We first present the results of analyzing the levels of involvement of the different
participants. Figure 1 and Figure 2 present the results respectively for the analyses
based on the event-related keyword sets of 1) “protest” and “square”; and 2) “Russia”
and “troops”.
Number of tweets
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Fig. 1 Levels of Involvement of the Different Participants for Tweets related to “Protest” and “Square”
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Some were removed because of an absence of URL to reliably categorize the participants.
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Legends: 1- Major news agencies; 2- Radio and TV stations; 3- Other news agencies; 4-News
aggregator; 5- Journalists (affiliated); 6- Journalists (independent); 7- Blogging associations; 8Independent bloggers; 9- Non-commercial participants; 10- Commercial organizations; 11Celebrities
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Fig. 2 Levels of Involvement of the Different Participants for Tweets related to “Russia” and “Troops”

From Figure 1 and Figure 2, the levels of involvement of the different participants
appear quite consistent. Specifically, non-commercial participants were notably the
most active in posting tweets related to the two events. This seems consistent with the
general view that grassroots and layman people dominate and take a central stage on
the social media. It is also to note that major news agencies participated quite actively
in positing the related tweets (second most active in both the events), although to a
much lesser extent.
Next we analyze the levels of involvement of the different participants when tweets
related to the key political figures (“Putin”, “Obama”) were concerned (Figure 3 and
Figure 4 below).
# tweets
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Fig. 3 Levels of Involvement of the Different Participants in Tweets related to “Putin”
Legends: 1- Major news agencies; 2- Radio and TV stations; 3- Other news agencies; 4-News
aggregator; 5- Journalists (affiliated); 6- Journalists (independent); 7- Blogging associations; 8Independent bloggers; 9- Non-commercial participants; 10- Commercial organizations; 11Celebrities
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Fig. 4 Levels of Involvement of the Different Participants in Tweets related to “Obama”
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From Figure 3 and Figure 4, the levels of involvement of the different participants are
highly consistent with those depicted in Figure 1 and Figure 2. That is,
non-commercial participants are the most active in generating tweets about the key
political figures “Putin” and “Obama”. In addition, major news agencies remain the
next most active, although again to a much lesser extent.
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3.2 Analysis of levels of influence
As with the analysis of the levels of involvement, we first present the results of
analyzing the levels of influence of the different participants for event-related tweets
(see Figure 5 and Figure 6). We employed average number of retweets to indicate the
levels of influence of the different participants.
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Average number of retweets
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Fig. 5 Levels of Influence of the Different Participants for Tweets related to “Protest” and “Square”
Legends: 1- Major news agencies; 2- Radio and TV stations; 3- Other news agencies; 4-News
aggregator; 5- Journalists (affiliated); 6- Journalists (independent); 7- Blogging associations; 8Independent bloggers; 9- Non-commercial participants; 10- Commercial organizations; 11Celebrities
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Fig. 6 Levels of Influence of the Different Participants for Tweets related to “Russia” and “Troops”

From Figure 5 and Figure 6, a strikingly different pattern emerges when the number
of retweets garnered by the different participants was examined. Five types of
participants consistently attracted the most retweets in both cases, i.e., major news
agencies, radio and TV stations, affiliated journalists, independent journalists, and
commercial organizations. In the tweets related to the keyword set “Russia” and
“troops”, the number of retweets garnered by the blogging associations was also
notably high. It seems that while non-commercial participants were the most active in
generating tweets on Twitter for the news event, it was the mainstream media,
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journalists, and commercial organizations that were more influential in terms of
garnering retweets.
Next we analyze the levels of influence of the different participants when tweets
related to the key political figures (“Putin”, “Obama”) were concerned (Figure 7 and
Figure 8 below).
Average number of retweets
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Fig. 7 Levels of Influence of the Different Participants in Tweets related to “Putin”
Legends: 1- Major news agencies; 2- Radio and TV stations; 3- Other news agencies; 4-News
aggregator; 5- Journalists (affiliated); 6- Journalists (independent); 7- Blogging associations; 8Independent bloggers; 9- Non-commercial participants; 10- Commercial organizations; 11Celebrities
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Fig. 8 Levels of Influence of the Different Participants in Tweets related to “Obama”
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It is, however, interesting to see that when people-related tweets are of focus (refer to
Figure 7 and Figure 8), the results present a very different picture. Mainstream media,
journalists, and commercial organizations no longer garnered the most retweets, but
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celebrities emerged to be the one (and clearly many more than the other types of
participants). This unveils the content-dependent (event vs. people) influence of the
different participants in the news dissemination on Twitter. Another point worth
noting is that regardless of whether the event-related or people-related tweets were
concerned, the retweets garnered by the non-commercial participants remained low.
3.3 Analysis of retweet distribution
To gain further insights, we also examined the types of users/participants who
retweeted the tweets posted by the different users/participants. Figures 9-12 below
show the analysis results.
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Fig. 9 “Protest” and “Square” – Types of Users Who Retweeted in Each Category
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Legends: 1- Major news agencies; 2- Radio and TV stations; 3- Other news agencies; 4-News
aggregator; 5- Journalists (affiliated); 6- Journalists (independent); 7- Blogging associations; 8Independent bloggers; 9- Non-commercial participants; 10- Commercial organizations; 11Celebrities
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Fig. 10 “Russia” and “Troops” – Types of Users Who Retweeted in Each Category

Previously, it was found that five types of participants consistently attracted the most
retweets in the keyword set “Protest” and “square”, and the keyword set “Russia” and
“troops” are major news agencies, radio and TV stations, affiliated journalists,
independent journalists, and commercial organizations. From Figures 9-10, more than
half of the tweets regarding “Protest” and “square”, and “Russia” and “troops” by
independent journalists were retweeted by non-commercial participants.
Non-commercial participants were also the most active participant in retweeting the
tweets about “Russia” and “troops” by affiliated journalists. However, they were
secondary to major news agencies in retweeting the tweets regarding “Protest” and
“square” by affiliated journalists. Nevertheless, these findings show the overall
importance of non-commercial participants in retweeting the event-related tweets by
individual journalists, again demonstrating their high involvement in the news
dissemination.
As aforementioned, most of the tweets regarding “Protest” and “square” by affiliated
journalists were retweeted by major news agencies. Major news agencies are also
important participants in retweeting the tweets regarding “Protest” and “square” by
other major news agencies (third place after news aggregator and radio and TV
stations), radio and TV stations, and commercial organizations. Overall, these
findings show the importance of major news agencies in retweeting the tweets
regarding “Protest” and “square” by organization-based participants, depicting a
“reinforcing” influence build-up among the “elite” participants.
Finally, while most of the tweets regarding “Russia” and “troops” by major news
agencies were retweeted by other major news agencies, most of the tweets regarding
“Russia” and “troops” by radio and TV stations were retweeted by other radio and TV
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stations, and most of the tweets regarding “Russia” and “troops” by commercial
organizations were retweeted by non-commercial participants and other commercial
organizations. These findings signal the importance of the same types
organization-based participants in retweeting the tweets regarding “Russia” and
“troops”.
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Fig. 11 “Putin” – Types of Users Who Retweeted in Each Category
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Legends: 1- Major news agencies; 2- Radio and TV stations; 3- Other news agencies; 4-News
aggregator; 5- Journalists (affiliated); 6- Journalists (independent); 7- Blogging associations; 8Independent bloggers; 9- Non-commercial participants; 10- Commercial organizations; 11Celebrities
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Fig. 12 “Obama” – Types of Users Who Retweeted in Each Category
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It was also previously found that the participants who consistently attracted the most
retweets regarding the keywords “Putin” or “Obama” were the celebrities. From
Figures 11-12, we could see that while most the celebrities’ tweets about Putin was
retweeted by the celebrities themselves, the celebrities’ tweets about Obama was
partly retweeted by the celebrities themselves and partly retweeted by
non-commercial participants. Hence, while it is interesting to see the reinforcement
effect of people-related tweets by the celebrities, the involvements of non-commercial
participants in propagating the celebrities’ people-related tweets remains notably
salient.
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4. Discussion and Conclusion
The open and interactive nature of social media such as Twitter, in contract to their
conventional media counterparts that are closed and authoritative, has led to a belief
that their use for news dissemination may challenge the role of conventional news
media. This seems a natural and reasonable expectation. However, our study
highlights that whether this holds would depend on whether it is the “involvement” or
the “influence” that is of concern.
Specifically, by analyzing tweet data during the Ukraine’s conflict, our analyses
unveil the following insights: 1) indeed non-commercial participants dominated the
news tweeting landscape by being the most active and posting the most tweets; 2)
however, when retweets that indicate influence were examined, “elite” participants
including journalists, professional associations and commercial organizations took the
crown; 3) there is an exceptional case– for tweets focusing on popular political figures
(Obama, Putin), celebrities who are non-mass media garnered the most retweets.
Furthermore, when we examined one level deeper into who retweeted the tweets
posted by the different types of participants, again the active involvements of
non-commercial participants could be seen almost everywhere. In addition, we found
a reinforcing tendency of “elite” participants in retweeting the tweets posted by their
same kinds to some extents.
By affording these insights, this research helps deepen our understanding of the nature
and role of social media, in particular Twitter in news dissemination. Specifically, the
potential impact of Twitter in changing the established authority structures of news
dissemination may be less than what is being expected. Although the state of
involvements of the different participants is true to the conceived nature of social
media (i.e., grassroots and non-commercial participants take the central stage), the
elite participants such as mainstream media and journalists garnered the highest
retweets and thus were the most influential in news dissemination.
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There are two limitations in this research that need to be recognized. First, we only
focused on an important news event, i.e., Ukraine conflict. Future research may
examine other events to assess the generalizability of our findings. Second, we only
examined one area whereby the influence of the different types of participants could
potentially vary, i.e., by considering tweets related to key political figures in contrast
to those related to the event itself. Future research may try to identify other plausible
areas wherein the levels of involvement and influence of the participants also differ.
Notwithstanding these limitations, our research contributes towards the extant
research on the use of social media in news dissemination by providing a clearer
understanding in this regard. The user/participant types and the associated heuristic
categorization rules we developed may also be employed in relevant future research.
We hope our research can serve as a foundation for subsequent work in this area.
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